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Since its beginning in the early 1980's, the subject of q-deformed algebras has ex-
panded rapidly. Many of the techniques and structures of Lie algebras carry over to 
the q-deformations of Lie algebras. This thesis develops the Racah-Wigner algebra 
for q-deformations of Lie algebras and looks at some applications. 
Knowing the Racah-Wigner algebra, it was clear the recursive techniques devel-
oped by Butler and others for calculating coupling coefficients and 6j-symbols could 
be extended to q-deformed algebras. This allows a more general approach to finding 
coefficients for any q-deformation of a Lie algebra than the approaches previously 
known. This was the subject of a paper published in 1992 (Lienert and Butler, 
1992a). 
The R-matrices are special elements appearing in q-deformed algebras and form 
the basis of many of the applications of q-deformed algebras. The symmetries and 
relations of R-matrices are tied in with those of the coupling coefficients and 6j-
symbols. One of the relations satisfied by the coupling coefficients and R-matrices, 
the pentagonal equation, can be used as a recursion relation. The R-matrices can 
thus be calculated by a building up method similar to that used for the coupling 
coefficients. This new method allows R-matrices to be calculated far more efficiently. 
This work has been published (Lienert and Butler, 1992b). 
One of the applications of q-deformed algebras is to finding polynomials to describe 
knots. Based on the Racah-Wigner algebra of q-deformed algebras the diagrammatic 
approach of Guadagnini (1992) has been extended. Skein relations were known for 
knot polynomials based on q-deformed algebras but these are insufficient in most cases 
for calculating the polynomial of a knot. The diagrammatic techniques based on the 
Racah-Wigner algebra allowed new relations to be found and hence the calculation 
of two classes of knot polynomials. One class is equivalent to those already known, 
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the other class it was hoped would be more powerful, allowing more knots to be 
distinguished. However little difference was found. This work has been prepared for 
publication. 
q-deformed algebras are the algebraic structure satisfied by solutions to the Yang-
Baxter equation. The solutions to the Yang-Baxter equation are known as R-matrices, 
mentioned above. The Yang-Baxter equation is found in various guises in several 
areas of physics. One such appearance is as the factorization equation of 1 + 1 dimen-
sional quantum field theory. Yang in 1967 gave this as the necessary equation to find 
solutions to a problem in many-body scattering in 1+1 dimensions (Yang, 1967). A 
similar equation arose in exactly solvable models of 2 dimensional statistical mechan-
ics. Baxter was the first to find such a model and give the equation such a model 
satisfies (Baxter, 1972, 1982). Both the quantum field theory and statistical mechan-
ics models are exactly solvable or integrable. Classical integrable models, such as 
those found in soliton theory, have long been known. A key equation in these is the 
classical Yang-Baxter equation which is related to the Jacobi identity of Lie algebras. 
The structure and representations of Lie algebras have been of much assistance in the 
study of integrable models. Faddeev, Sklyanin and others recognized the common 
equation in the work of Yang, Baxter and others and applied the techniques of the 
classical inverse method from integrable models to form the quantum inverse scatter-
ing method (Sklyanin et al, 1979; Kulish and Sklyanin, 1980). Sklyanin uncovered an 
algebraic structure satisfied by Baxter's known solution to the Yang-Baxter equation 
(Sklyanin, 1982). The structure was a one-parameter deformation of the universal 
enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra su(2). In studying further this structure and 
generalizing to other algebras, new solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation without 
spectral parameter have been found. 
The q-deformations of other algebras were defined by Drinfel'd (1985). They are 
'quasi-triangular Hop£ algebras'. The 'quasi-triangular' refers to their having a special 
element, the universal R-matrix, which satisfies the quantum Yang-Baxter equation. 
For ordinary Lie algebras, the R-matrix is simply the identity so that the q-deformed 
algebras are indeed a generalization of Lie algebras. 
The q-deformed algebras have a similar representation theory to Lie algebras 
because of their common structure (Rosso, 1988; Lusztig, 1988). The Racah-Wigner 
algebra also has similarities, but there is additional structure due to the deformation 
parameter q. The Racah-Wigner algebra has been studied in great detail for su(2)q 
by Nomura and others (Nomura, 1989; Hou et al, 1990a; Kirillov and Reshetikhin, 
1988; Vaksman, 1989). The coupling coefficients and 6j-symbols are well known. For 
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other groups, Reshetikhin (1987) covers some of the Racah-Wigner algebra. Very few 
coupling coefficients are known for other groups. Ma (1990a, 1990b) gives tables of 
some su(3)q coefficients. 
The Racah-Wigner algebra and in particular the coupling coefficients and 6j-
symbols are important in the applications of both Lie algebras and q-deformed alge-
bras. The algebra su(2)q, like its q = 1 equivalent, has found application in the study 
of atomic and molecular structure and spectra beginning from the work of Biedenharn 
(1989) and Macfarlane (1989) on the q-equivalent of harmonic oscillators. Since then 
many systems have been studied (Bonatsos et al, 1990; Chang and Yan, 1991; Iwao, 
1990a, 1990b; Raychev et al, 1990; Celeghini et al, 1992). A better understanding of 
the structure of q-deformed algebra and knowledge of coupling coefficients will assist 
progress in these and other applications. 
The operator form of the universal R-matrix has long been known for many alge-
bras (Burroughs, 1990; Reshetikhin, 1987). R-matrix can be expressed in matrix form 
by the way it acts on representations of su( n )q· This explicit matrix form has only 
been calculated for a few groups. It is known for all representations of su(2)q (No-
mura, 1989; Kirillov and Reshetikhin, 1988), for a few of su(3)q (Ma, 1990a, 1990b) 
and the fundamental representation of other Lie groups (Reshetikhin, 1987). 
R-matrices find applications, both because they are solutions to the Yang-Baxter 
equation, and also because the Yang-Baxter equation without spectral parameter is 
related to the braid group relation. Knowing the explicit form of R-matrices can 
lead to new exactly solvable models. New matrix representations of braid groups can 
also be found. R-matrices have further properties that allow knot polynomials to 
be obtained. While R-matrices known from exactly solvable models give some knot 
polynomials, those found from the study of q-deformed algebras give a new hierarchy 
of knot polynomials. 
The Racah-Wigner algebra of q-deformed algebras needs to be well understood in 
order to apply q-deformed algebras in the areas mentioned above. R-matrices need 
to be explicitly calculated to find solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation or to find 
new matrix representations for braids. We address these problems in this thesis. In 
addition, we study one application in detail, that of finding knot invariants. 
In Chapter 2 we define the q-deformed algebras. The concept of Hopf algebras is 
introduced. The properties of the special element, the universal R-matrix, are given. 
The representation theory of q-deformed algebras is reviewed. 
The Racah-Wigner algebra for su(n)q is developed in Chapter 3. Vector coupling 
coefficients, recoupling coefficients and R-matrices are introduced. Equations relating 
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the coefficients are proved. A recursive method is developed for calculating each 
type of matrix. Those for the vector coupling coefficients and recoupling coefficients 
are similar to those developed for the non-deformed case by Butler and Wybourne 
(Butler and Wybourne, 1976; Butler, 1976). A new recursive method for calculating 
R-matrices is described using the pentagonal relation as a recursion relation. This 
work has been published in two papers (Lienert and Butler, 1992a, 1992b). 
In Chapters 4 and 5 we give explicit examples of the recursive methods. The vector 
coupling coefficients, recoupling coefficients and R-matrices of su(2)q are calculated 
in Chapter 4. While all of these were previously known, the method used here is 
easily generalizable. This is illustrated in Chapter 5 where the primitive coupling 
coefficient and a large class of R-matrices are calculated for su(3)q· 
Chapter 6 is a review of knot theory and knot invariants. The braid group is 
defined and the process of obtaining knot polynomials from matrix representations 
of braid groups is outlined. 
The process of obtaining knot invariants from the q-deformed algebras su(n)q is 
described in Chapter 7. Explicit calculations of invariants based on the {1} and 
{2} representations are presented and their properties discussed. Having calculated 
the {2} polynomials for over 200 knots, we are able to draw some conclusions about 
the {2} polynomial. The {2}su(n)q polynomial is better than the {1}su(n)q polyno-
mial at detecting the handedness or lack of handedness of knots with no exceptions 
being found. However, while it distinguished all knots having the same {1 }su(n)q 
polynomial, it had as many pairs. 
Chapter 2 
q-deformed algebras 
The q-deformed algebras su(n)q are one-parameter deformations of the universal en-
veloping algebras of su(n). They are non-commutative and non-cocommutative but, 
because they are quasi-triangular Hopf algebras, they have interesting properties. 
In this chapter, we will explain what is meant by a quasi-triangular Hopf algebra. 
The q-deformed algebras su(n)q will be defined in the manner of Drinfel'd (1986) and 
Jimbo (1985). 
2.1 Hopf algebras 
A bialgebra is both an algebra having a multiplication m, and identity id, and a co-
algebra having a co-multiplication 6., co-unit E analogous to a unit with the algebra 
and co-algebra being compatible. If there is also an antipode "/ analogous to an 
inverse we have a Hop£ algebra (Abe, 1980). The co-multiplication (or co-product) is 
in a sense a 'sharing out' of an element between two spaces whereas a multiplication 
is a merging of elements in two spaces. To be a Hopf algebra, the following relations, 
namely the associativity condition, antipode condition and co-unit condition, must 
be satisfied 
(id ® 6.)6-(a) 
m(id ® "1)6-(a) 
(c ® id)6.(a) 
where a is an element of the algebra. 
(6. ® id)6.(a) 
m("' ® id)6.(a) = c(a)l 




The relation 6.' = a o 6. where a is a permutation, a( x ® y) = y ® x, is another 
possible comultiplication for the Hopf algebra, having the same properties above but 
with antipode "/1 = "/-1 . The Hopf algebra His called a quasi-triangular Yang-Baxter 
5 
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algebra if there is an element R E 1i ® 1i called the universal R-matrix such that 
CJ o ~(a) n~(a)n- 1 (2.4) 
(~ ® id)R n13R-23 (2.5a) 
(id ® ~)n n13R12 (2.5b) 
(E ® id)R = 1 = (id ® E)R (2.6a) 
('y ® id)R = n-1 = (id ® 1 - 1)n (2.6b) 
where n13 acts on the first and third spaces, n23 on the second and third and nl2 
on the first and second. 
It follows from equations (2.4), (2.5a) and (2.5b) that the element n satisfies the 
Yang-Baxter equation given below 
(2.7) 
The R-matrix and its properties, in particular the Yang-Baxter equation, are the key 
to the unique structure of q-deformed algebras and form the basis for many of their 
applications. 
2.2 q-deformed algebras 
The Lie algebras su(n) can be defined in terms of a Chevalley basis {Hi, xt} where 








where aij is an element of the Cartan matrix, 







The q-deformed algebras su( n )q are defined by similar commutation relations to 
the su( n) algebras 
[Hi, Hi] 0 (2.12) 
[Hj,xi±l ±aiixi± (2.13) 
[xi+,xT] 8ii[Hi]q (2.14) 
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(2.15) 
where the q-numbers or operators are defined as follows 
(2.16) 
The subscript q will usually be dropped. In the limit as q-+ 1, the q-numbers or 
operators [x]q are just x. Note that the differences in definition for su(n)q and su(n) 
involve these q-operators, thus the q-deformed algebra su( n )q reduces to su( n) in the 
q = 1limit. 
The notation varies somewhat in the literature. Many authors use q' = q±2 
rather than q as used above. When comparing results in this thesis to those of other 
authors, we will note any differences in the definition of q. Some authors prefer to 
work with h where q eh. The limit q -+ 1 becomes h -+ 0 which is parallel to the 
quantum-classical transition. 
The parameter q can be real or complex. Throughout this thesis, we will consider 
only the case where q is not a non-trivial root of unity. If q is a root of unity, the 
representations of su( n )q take on new characteristics and the representation theory 
changes considerably. Some representations become periodic or partially periodic 
(Arnaudon and Chakrabarti, 1991; Sun et al, 1990; Zhang, 1992). This leads to 
different solutions to the Yang-Baxter equation (Couture, 1991; Gomez et al, 1991; 
Hakobyan and Sedrakyan, 1993; Ruiz-Altaba, 1992). These representations do have 
some parallels with the standard case such as being described by q-bosons (Fu and Ge, 
1992; Sun and Ge, 1991a, 1991b, 1991c, 1992). These representations have important 
applications particularly in conformal field theory (Berkovich et al, 1993). The case 
q = 0 also has interesting properties but again will not be considered (.Jimbo et al, 
1991). 
Equation (2.15) is the Serre relation for the q-deformed algebra. Rather than 
working in terms of this relation, further operators can be defined for each root 
analogous to those for the simple roots, but relations between these operators will be 
quadratic (Burroughs, 1990). 
The q-deformed algebras are Hopf algebras having the following comultiplication, 
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An alternative but equivalent definition for the antipode has 'Y(Xf=) = -qP X{q-P 
(Reshetikhin, 1987) where p = ! L:aEt>+ H0 , t:.+ being the set of positive roots for 
su(n) (or su(n)q)· The Hop£ algebra given above is the only possible one-parameter 
deformation of su(n) within a scale of q. 
The Hop£ subalgebras generated by {Hi, Xt} and {Hi, xi-} are dual. Choosing 
a basis es for the first subalgebra and a corresponding dual basis e8 for the second, 
an R-matrix R can be defined for su(n)q as 
(2.20) 
The R-matrix satisfies equations (2.4) to (2.6) (Drinfel'd, 1986). The q-deformed 
algebras su(n)q are thus quasi-triangular Yang-Baxter algebras. 
In the following chapters we shall examine the similarities and differences between 
su(n) and su(n)q· The properties of R-rriatrices and their relation to the objects 
known in the su(n) theory will be explored. 
Chapter 3 
Racah-Wigner algebra for su(n)q 
In this chapter we develop the Racah-Wigner algebra for su(n)q building on the 
work of Reshetikhin (1987), Nomura (1989) and others. Coupling coefficients can be 
defined for su(n)q· They have more complicated symmetries than those found in su(n) 
however. The R-matrices appear in symmetry relations. There are relationships 
between coupling and recoupling coefficients analogous to those of su(n). Hence 
these can be calculated by recursion in a similar way to the su( n) case. There is a 
relation between the coupling coefficients and R-matrices, the pentagonal equation, 
which allows the R-matrices to be calculated by recursion. These properties are 
discussed in Lienert and Butler (1992a) and the recursion method for R-matrices is 
introduced in Lienert and Butler (1992b ). The specific examples in these two papers 
are given in the following two chapters. 
3.1 Representation theory of su(n)q 
The Cartan subalgebra generated by {Hi} is the same for su(n)q as for su(n). The 
representation structure of su( n )q is therefore very similar to su( n) (Rosso, 1988; 
Lusztig, 1988). Any representation ofsu(n)q has a corresponding su(n) representation 
with the same dimension and weight spectrum. 
Although the representations of su( n )q have the same dimensions as su( n) in the 
sense of the number of weights of a representation, it is useful to define a q-deformed 
dimension as follows (Zhang et al, 1991; Alvarez-Gaume et al, 1990) 
basis states 
= II [(-A p, a)] 
aEb.+ [(p, a)] (3.1) 
9 
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where the sum is taken over all basis staes of the representation /\ with due regard 
to weight multiplicity. In the q -4 1 limit, the first equation reduces to a trace over 
the weight space, while the second is the vVeyl dimension formula. The q-subscript 
on jAjq will usually be dropped. 
3. 2 Representation matrices 
The representation space v>- of a representation A of su(n)q is spanned by the vectors 
I Ai) as for su( n). The action of an element G of the algebra on the representation 
space is described by a representation matrix D>. (G) 
G jAi) = 2::: IAj) DJi(G) 
j 
(3.2) 
For su(n)q the elements of the representation matrices are non-commutative . Ma-
trices with such non-commutative elements are an alternative starting point for the 
definition of quantum groups (Woronowicz, 1987a, 1987b; Marrin, 1987; Matsuda et al, 
1988; Groza et al, 1990). 
The representation matrices are no longer strictly unitary. However, we define 
the complex conjugate matrix to D>-(c) (Nomura, 1990) so that 
I:Dt(G)D~j(G)* EDt(G)*Dfk(G) = {jik (3.3) 
j j 
The complex conjugate matrix D.x( G)* is related to the matrix D>.* (G) of the repre-
sentation conjugate to A. 
3.3 Vector coupling coefficients 
Two representations A1 , A2 can be coupled together to give a third representation. 
The order of the coupling is important in su( n )q. The coproduct of an algebra element 
is not in general invariant under an interchange of the spaces involved, see for example 
equation (2.18b ). 
The coupled representation can be reduced to a sum of irreducible representa-
tions, the coefficients involved are the vector coupling coefficients or Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients 
IA1i1) jA2i2) = E j(AlA2)rAi) q(rAiiA1i1A2i2) (3.4) 
rAi 
where r is a multiplicity label. 
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The coupling coefficients reduce the coupled representation matrix 
I: i1 iz)lh (3.5) 
where we define D>-1 >. 2 so that 
2l(G) IAlil) IA2i2) = L IAdl) IA2j2) DJ1\~j2i2(G) (3.6) 
j1]2 
The vector coupling coefficients form a unitary matrix 
(3.7) 
L q(A1i1A2i2lr,\i) q(r,\iiAli~A2i;) (3.8) 
r>.i 
3.4 R-matrices 
From the universal R-matrix, a matrix operator R;1 >. 2 acting to its right on the 
representation space v>- 1 @ v>- 2 can be defined by 
(3.9) 
where p>.1>.2 is the permutation operator mapping VAl VA2 to v>-z@ V.\1 • It is this 
matrix we will generally call the R-matrix. 
From equation (2.4), the R-matrices twist the product representation matrix 
(3.10) 
3.5 Properties of vector coupling coefficients 
The properties of the su(n)q coupling coefficients are similar to those of su(n) which 
are given by Butler (1975). They depend however on the deformation parameter q. 
Reshetikhin (1987) gives the trivial vector coupling coefficient 
qP(J.L) 
IAil/2 ¢,L (3.11) 
where ¢ is a phase and p(JL) = ! I:a>O Ha(JL), fL being a weight. The proof follows 
from the coproduct, equation (2.18b). The q terms appear due to the qH/2 terms in 
the coproduct. 
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The symmetry of the vector coupling coefficients under interchange of the first 
two irreps is not trivial. From the coproduct, interchanging >.1, A2 leads to a q -------+ !. q 
change 
(3.12) 
where {(12)A1A2A*}rs is the phase factor for this interchange. As for su(n)(Dutler, 
1975), we choose {(12)).1).2,\*}rs = {>.1>.2>.*} Drs· 
In a similar manner to su(n), the vector coupling coefficient and that obtained 
by replacing the irreps with their conjugates are related by (Reshetikhin, 1987) 
q(>.1i1>.2i2lr>.i) = L A(>.1>.2>-)rsl>-ltl>-1ltl>-2lt q(OOI>.i>.*k) l(s>.*kl>-rtt>-;z2) 
skl1l2 q 
q(>.1i1>-rtt1oo) q(>.2i2>.;z21oo) (3.13) 
where for most algebras we can choose Ars =Drs (Butler, 1975). 
On interchanging >.1 or ).2 and ).3, the vector coupling coefficients have the fol-
lowing symmetries 
1 
2:: q(>-d1>-d2lr>.3j3) q(OOI>.2j2>.;z) = 1~3 1"2 1 2:: q(s>.d1l>-3j3>.;z) {(13)>.1>.2>-;}rs 
j2 1>-1121>-212 s (3.14) 
1 
2:: q(>-d1>-2J2Ir>.3]3) q(oo1>-d1>-rz) = 1~3 1 2 1 2:: q(s>.2]21>-rz>.3)3) {(23)>.1>.2>-nrs 
it 1>-11 21>-21 2 s (3.15) 
To prove the first statement, we consider the coupled representation matrix D>..1 >..2>..; (G). 
It can be reduced in two ways 
or 
L q(s>.1k1IA3i3>.;i2) q(r>.3i3IA1i1A2i2) 
it i2tz 
ithi2 
D>..1 >..2>..2 -~(G) q(>.2n2>.;fi2IOO) q(>.1n100I>.1l1) = 
mt n1 m2n2m2n2 
(3.16) 
L q(A1k1IA1m100)D~1°n 1 oo(G) q(A1n100I>-1Zt) = D~~t 1 (G) (3.17) 
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Equating these two schemes and using vector coupling coefficient orthogonality we 
have 
q( ).lkl!>..lnz,tOO) q(00!>..2 m2>..;ffii)D.x1 >.2 >..~ -~(G) m1 n1 mznz·mznz 
"" D>.1 >. 2 >.2 ~~(G) q(>..I]tA2j2!r>..3j3) q(A3j3>..;J2!s>..lh) q(OOI>..2n.,>..;rG) q(AtltiAtnlO) ~ t1)112J212)2 
hizizh (3.18) 
Schur's second lemma then states that the multiplier of D>.1>.z>.~ is a multiple of 
the identity and the result follows using equation (3.3). The second symmetry is 
established in a similar manner. 
The R-matrices effect a q -+ 1/q transformation in the vector coupling coeffi-
cients (Reshetikhin, 1987), 
(3.19) 
To prove this, we use equations (3.5) and (3.10). The product representation matrix 
D.x1 >.. 2 (G) is written in terms of n>.z.\1 (G) and then substituting into equation (3.5) 
q( s>..! >..1 >..2) ( R;1 >.. 2 ) - 1 D>..2 >.1 ( G)R~1 .x2 q{>..1 A2is' >..') O>.N 8ss' D.x (G) 
(3.20) 
but D>. (G) can also be written as the decomposition of D>..2 >.1 (G), so substituting and 
rearranging we have 
n>..z>.t(G)R~t>..z q(>..1>..2!s'>..') q{s'>..'l>..2>..1) 
R~1 >. 2 q(>..1>..2!s>..) q(s>..!>..2>..1)D>..2 >.1 (G) (3.21) 
Schur's second lemma then implies 
where qR>.. is a multiple of the identity and R>.lq=l 
looking at R-1 that ( qR>.) -l = ; R>.. and hence 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
To find a we expand the matrices in Taylor series about q = 1, with R-+ P + (q-
l)r + O((q- 1)2) where the classical r-matrix is given by (Drinfel'd, 1985) 
- 1 "" "" + - "" + r 2 L.t Hi 0 Hi+ L.t Xo: 0 X a L.t X;; 0 X a i o:ED.+ i 
(3.24) 
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and q(,\1A2Is,\)---+ q=l(A1A2Is,\) + (q -1) q=l(AIAzls,\)' and qR>----+ {,\1,\2,\*s} + (q-
1){,\1,\2,\*s}a. 
Collecting terms of order O(q- 1) and eliminating two terms using symmetry we 
have 
(3.25) 
Choosing the highest weight states since a is independent of weight state and acting 
with the r-matrix we obtain 
(3.26) 
where c(,\1) is the quadratic Casimir for the representation ,\1 of su(n). This result 
together with equation (3.12) prove equation (3.19). 
On using the orthogonality of the vector coupling coefficients, we have 
3.6 Properties of the R-matrices 




The R-matrices and vector coupling coefficients satisfy the pentagonal relation 
(Reshetikhin, 1987; Nomura, 1989; Hou et al, 1990a) 
This follows from the property of the universal R-matrix, equation (2.5a). 
In matrix form the Yang-Baxter equation, (2.7), is 
(3.31) 
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3. 7 Recoupling coefficients and their properties 
The recoupling coefficient arises when three representations .X 1, .X2, .X3 are coupled to 
give a fourth A. The coupling can be done in two different manners: (.X1 , .X 2 ) -t .X12 , 
(.X12, A3) -t A or (.X2 , .X3) -t .X23 , (.X1 , .X23 ) -t A. The recoupling coefficient relates the 
two schemes. It is shown to satisfy 
L q(rlzAtzld.X1hA2l2) q(r.XZJ.X12l12A3l3) 
r12:\12hzr 
x q(All (.X2.A3)r23A23i r' -XI(.Xl.X2)r12A12, A3; r.X) 
= L q(r' .Xli.AihA23l23) q(Tz3A23l23IA2l2.A3l3) (3.32) 
A23l23 
The symmetries of the recoupling coefficients are easily derived from those of the 
vector coupling coefficients and are very similar to the q = 1 case although again 
they are dependent on q. 
q((.At.Az)ri2At2, .A3; r.XI.Xb (.X2.A3)r23A23i s.X) 
={(13).Xl.X2.X~2}r12ri 2 { (13).At2A3A *trl { (13).At.A23-X*Lsl { .A2.A3-X;3r23} 
x 1((-X* A3)r' -Xt2, .A2; r~ 2 -Xti-X*, (.X3.X2)r23A23i s' .X~) q 
= {(132)AtA2A~2} rlzriz {(13)A2A3A;3} rzar~3 { (132)AJA23A *Ls' { A12A3A *r} 
X q((A23.x;)r~3A2, .xr2; r~2A~IA23, (.x;.x~2)T.X*; s'.X~) 
= {(23)AtA2Ar2}r12riz {(23)AtA23.X*}ss' {(13)AI2A3A*}rr1 {(13)A2A3A;3}rzar~3 
Similar symmetries hold for other interchanges of the pairs (.At, -X3), (.X23 , .X12 ) and 
(.X*, .X2). Complex conjugation involves a change from q to lfq, as for the vector 
coupling coefficients 
q((.Xt.A2)Tt2A12, A3; TAIA11 (.X2.A3)T23A23i r' .X) = 
!(Ar, (.X~.Xi)T23A;3; r' .X*I(-XT.X~)Tt2A~2l .x;; TA*) (3.34) 
q 
The recoupling coefficients also satisfy the orthogonality relation 
L {q((.Xt.A2)T12At2, A3i TAIA11 (A2A3)r23A23s.X) 
A2T12T23 
Two expressions relating recoupling coefficients are the Racah backcoupling rule 
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and the Biedenharn-Elliott sum rule. The Biedenharn-Elliott sum rule has no q-
powers 
x q((.A23.Al)t.A123, A4i r.Aj.A23, (.At.A4)r14A14; s.A)} 
2:::: { { .A12.A3X~23r123} { At2A4Xr24rt24} { .A1.A4.A;'4r14} { At24A3A *r.l} { A23A14.\ * s} 
T124A124r1ri 24 
x q((.A3At2)r123A123, .\4; r .\j.A3, (.A12.\4)r124A124; r' .\) 
x 1(.\4, (.A1.A2)Tt2A12; r124A124i(.X4.\1)rt4At4, .\2; r~24 At24) q 
The Racah backcoupling rule for recoupling coefficients is 
q{-c(>.l)-c(>.2)-c(ttl)-c(f.!2)} ((.\ 11 )r 11 u*·r· '*I' (11 u*)r' ·r ,\*) q lt-"3 lt-"21 r"ll 3/\3 All J-"3/"'l 21\21 4 3 
rr1v 
X { (23)A2fi3!Lt} r 2 s 2 { A1A2A3r4} q( ( Azv)s' {L2, fli; r3A; j.\2, ( Vfli)s.\1; r 4.\i) 
1/2 
X q((Atfl3)rtfi2, .x;; s'vi.Xt, (fl3A~)B2Jlti sv) {I!L}~~~~~~ziP/2 (3.37) 
The Biedenharn-Elliott sum rule is proved by writing the recoupling coefficients in 
terms of vector coupling coefficients. Four coefficients are eliminated from the right-
hand side and two from the left-hand side using orthogonality leaving identical coef-
fcients when the symmetry of equation (3.12) is used. On the left we have 
2:::: { { AtAz3.\i23t} 1((.XtA2)rtzAt2, A3; rt23At231At, (.\2A3)r23A23; t.\123) 
t q 
x q((A23At)iAtz3, .\4; rAjA23, (AtA4)rt4At4i s.\)} 
= 2:{{.Xt.Xz3.\;'23t} 1(rt23A123hzai.Xt2h2.\3l3) !(rt2A12lt2iAth.\2l2) q q 
1(A2l2.\ala[r2a.\2al23) !(.\1h.X2al23it.Xtz3h23) q(iAt23h2aiA23l23.Xth) 
q q 
q(r.Xli.Xt23lt23.\4l4) q(Atlt.X4l4lrt4A14lt4) q(A23l23.\14lt4lsAl)} 
2:::: q(A23l23.\1ltltA123lt23) q(t.Xt23lt2ai.X23lz3.\th) 
1(7'I23A123hz3IA12h2A3l3) 1(r1zAt2h2I.Xtlt.\2l2) !(.\2l2.\3l3jr23Azal2a) 
q q q 
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and on the right we have 
2::: { {A1zA3Ar23r1za} {A12A4Ai24r124} {/\1A4Ar4r14} {Atz4A3A*r'} {A23A14A*s} 
rt24A124r'rb4 
x q((A3A12)r123A123, A4; r/\j>.3, (>-tz>-4)r124AI24i r',\) 
X 1(>.4, (>.1A2)r12>.12; r124At24!(>.4>.1)r14A14, A2i r~24 A124) q 
X ~((A14.\2)r~24A124, >-a; r' AjA14, (>.2>.3)T23A23; s>.)} 
= 2::: {.\12A3Ai23r123} {>.12A4Ai24r124} {A1.\4>.i4r14} {A124A3>.*r'} {>.23A14.\*s} 
q( r123A123h23j.\3laA12l12) q( r >.Zj.\123l123A4l4) q(.\12h2 A4l4jr124A124h24) 
q(A3l3.\124h24lr' >.l) 1( r12A12h2l A1 h A2l2) 1( r124A124h24l A4l4A12lr2) 
q q 
1( A4l4>.1 h lr14A14l14) 1(A14l14>.2l2jr~24 A124l124) 1( r~24 A124l124l A14lr4A2l2) q q q 
1( r' .\lj >.124h24A3l3) 1( A2l2A3l3jr23 A23l23) 1( A14h4A23iz3ls.\l) 
q q q 
= L q(A12l12A4l4jr124A124h24) q{r124A124h24I.\I2h2A4l4) 
1(>.14h4>.2l2lri24A124h24) 1(r~24>.124l124l.\14h4A2l2) 
q q 
q( r123.\123lr23l Aal3.\12l12) q( r Alj A12alt23A4l4) 
q(A3l3A124lr24jr' Al) 1(r12At2Zd>-tlrA2l2) 1(A4l4A1h jr14.\14h4) 
q q 
1( r' .\lj A124h24A3l3) 1(.\2l2A3l3jr23A23l23) 1( A14l14.\23l23jsAl) (3.39) 
q q q 
On using the orthogonality relations, equations (3.8) and (3.7), the two sides are 
equal. 
The backcoupling rule follows from the identity 
q{(.\If-t3)riJ-t2, J.Li; r3>.i!AI(J.L3J.Li)r2>.2; r4Ai) 
=I: q((Alf-ta)rlf-t2, J-ti; raAii(J-t2A;)r1v, J-ti; r.\1) 
vrr1 
X q{(J.L2A;)r'v, J-ti; rAdAI(f-taJ-ti)rzA2; T4Ai) 
= L q(Ain1f1·2m3jr1f-t2m2) q(J.L2m2J-tihlr3>.;k3) q{r'vplf-t2m2>.;k2) 
vrr1 
X q(r .\1 ntlVPJ-ti h) q(J-t2m2A;k2lr' vp) q(VPJ-ti ldr Atnl) 
x q(r4>.ik3jA1n1>.2n2) q(r2.\2n2IJ.L3m3J.Lih) (3.40) 
where the right-hand side is expanded in terms of vector coupling coefficients. Using 
the symmetries proved for coupling coefficients to re-express four of the coupling 
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coefficients 
from equations (3.13), (3.15), (3.14) and (3.19), 
I 11/2 
q(vpMrl1lrA1n1) = q(svpiA1n1M1m~) : 112 JMr) 11 mi {v} {(13)vMrArts 
I 1l (3.42) 
from equations (3.13), (3.15), (3.14) and (3.12), 
(3.43) 
from equations (3.12) and (3.19) 
q(r2A2n2IM3m3Mrlt) =q{c(fLa)-c(fLl)-c(,\2)} ( R~1 ,\ 2 ) m~n~ q(s2M1m~IM3m3A;k~) 




112 JM1)mit1 J,A;)k;n~ { (23)A2M3Mr} r2 s2 (3.44) 
from equations (3.14), (3.12), (3.19) and (3.14). Substituting back into equation (3.44) 
and using the pentagonal relation, (3.30), the R-matrices cancel giving 
q((A1M3)T1M2, Mr; r3A;\A1(M3Mr)r2A2; r4A;) 
= L q(A1n1M3m3lr1M2m2) q(M2m2MrZtlr3A;k3) q(M2m2A;k2lr'vp) 
vrr1 
x q(svp'\A1n~M1m~) q(A2n~vp'ls'M2m2) q(rA1n1\VPMrZt) 
1 
( \*kl\ '\ ')( "I \*k') lvi\A2\2 x q r 4/\3 3 A2n2A1 n1 q S2fl1 m1 M3m3/\2 2 1 {IM1I\A1IIM21}2 
X { A1A2A;r4} {(132)M2A;v} r's' {(13)vMr Ar} rs {(23)A2M3Mn T282 {m2}{v} 
X q { c(v)+c(,\3 )+c(fL3 )-c(,\1 )-c(,\2 )-c(fll )-c(IL2)} 
= L q{c(v)+c(-\a)+c(fLa)-c(,\t)-c(,\2)-c(lll)-c(fL2)} {M2} { v} { (13)vMr ,Ar} rs {(132)M2A;v L' 81 
vrr 1 
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It is useful to work with the q-6j symbols instead of the recoupling coefficients as 
the symmetries are easier to apply. A q-3jrr~ symbol could be defined but does not 
have useful symmetries unless a q factor is included. The q-6j symbol is defined in 
terms of the recoupling coefficient by 
{ ,\
1 >. 23 .A* } {j..\12\1>.231} --l/2 { ..\2} { ..\12..\3..\*r} {(23)..\1,\2,\~2} q
2
s12 
q >.; A12 /\2 T823B12r1 
X {(123)..\2,\3,\;3}r23 s 23 q{(..\1..\2)r12A12, A3j T..\j..\1, (..\2..\3)'r23A23j r'..\) (3.46) 
The symmetries of the q-6j symbol are easily derived from those of the recoupling 
coefficients and are very similar to the q 1 case. Interchanging two columns of the 
q-6j symbol leads to a phase factor, while interchanging two of each row does not 
(3.47) 
(3.48) 
Complex conjugation involves a change from q to 1/q, as for the vector coupling 
coefficients 
(3.49) 
The q-6j symbols also satisfy the orthogonality relation 
Equation (3.32) can be rearranged into a form able to be used in recursively calcu-
lating the vector coupling coefficients, 
2::.:: q(.-\;l3j.\1lu\2l2} { ,\1 ,\2 ,\3 } 
q /-Ll /-L2 /-L3 r1 r2ra r 4 
= L(f-Ll )mlmi (f-t2)m2m~ (f-t3)m3m~ lf-L31 { Al/-L2/-L3} 
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3.8 Recursion techniques 
The coupling and recoupling coefficients for su( n )q can be calculated in a similar 
manner to that developed for su(n) and other compact Lie groups by Butler and 
Wybourne (1976). The trivial vector coupling coefficient, i.e. that containing the 
scalar irrep, is known, equation (3.11). The trivial recoupling coefficient can be ob-
tained directly from this. A 'primitive' irrep E is chosen, usually the lowest dimension 
faithful irrep. The power of any other irrep A is then defined as the lowest n such 
that A E (c EB E*)0n. 
Primitive coupling coefficients, i.e. those containing the primitive irrep, can be 
obtained from their orthogonality and symmetry properties, equations (3.8) and (3.7). 
Similarily, primitive 6j-symbols can be obtained from orthogonality, equation (3.54) 
and the Racah-backcoupling equation, equation (3.37). 
The general 6j-symbols are obtained from the Biedenharn-Elliot sum rule by 
choosing one of the irreps on the right-hand-side to be the primitive irrep. The 
remaining irreps on the right-hand side can then be chosen to be of lower power than 
those on the left.· 
The R-matrices can also be calculated by a recursion technique. The method 
used by Nomura (1989) and Ma (1990a, 1990b) using equation (3.27) involves a sum 
over a product of matrices. The coupling coefficients must be known, but often 
it is the R-matrices only which are of interest not the coupling coefficients. Using 
recursion, only the primitive coupling coefficients need to be calculated. The trivial 
and primitive R-matrices are then obtained directly from the trivial and primitive 
coupling coefficients with equation (3.27). Choosing A1 to be the primitive irrep E in 
the pentagonal equation, equation (3.30), gives 
(3.52) 
The primitive coupling coefficients and primitive R-matrices are known so that equa-
tion (3.56) gives R>.. 2 >.. in terms of R>.. 3 >... The representation A2 can always be chosen 
to have power p(A2) = p(A3 ) - 1. The recursion can be continued with eventually 
the trivial R-matrix R{o}>.. being substituted for. We give examples of these recursive 
techniques in the next two chapters. 
Chapter 4 
The q-deformed algebra su(2)q 
In the next two chapters, we consider explicitly two q-deformed algebras. The recur-
sive methods developed in the previous chapter are used to obtain expressions for the 
6j-symbols, coupling coefficients and R-matrices of su(2)q and classes of the coupling 
coefficients and R-matrices of su(3)q· 
In the case of su(2)q, expressions are already known for all of the coupling coef-
ficients, 6j-symbols and R-matrices. The coupling coefficients and 6j-symbols were 
first obtained in Kirillov and Reshetikhin (1988). The authors followed the same 
method as that first used in the equivalent su(2) calculations (Wigner, 1931; Racah, 
1942; Edmonds, 1957). The coupling coefficients are obtained by looking at the ac-
tion of the operators on the basis. The 6j-symbols are found directly from their 
definition in terms of coupling coefficients, the summations in the product of cou-
pling coefficients being successively reduced in a lengthy process. Hou et al (1990a, 
1990b) followed a similar method to obtain coupling coefficients and 6j-symbols. 
Other authors have used the properties of hypergeometric functions to obtain 6j-
symbols and coupling coefficients (Groza et al, 1990; Kachurik and Klimyk, 1990). 
Various other methods have been used generalizing those used in the su(2) calcula-
tion (Avancini and Menezes, 1993; Koelink and Koornwinder, 1989; Ruegg, 1990). 
Recurrence relations for both 6j-symbols and coupling coefficients have been found 
but from consideration of the known form of the coefficients (Kachurik and Klimyk, 
1991 ). We illustrate the calculation of su(2)q coupling coefficients and 6j-symbols by 
a new method. This method, unlike most of those used above, can be generalized to 
su(n)q· 
Although the operator form of the R-matrix is known in many cases, very few 
matrix elements have been calculated. Nomura (1989) presents an expression for 
the R-matrix of su(2)q obtained by looking at a limit of the known expression for 
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the 6j-symbol. It is different in its powers of q to that obtained by Kirillov and 
Reshetikhin (1988). We illustrate a new recursive method of calculating R-matrices 
in this chapter. 
4.1 Identities for q-numbers 
The calculation of the various coefficients requires the manipulation of q-numbers, 
defined in equation (2.16). As in the study of q-series, a q-factorial and q-binomial 
coefficient can be defined (Andrews, 1976) 
[n]! [1J[2] ... [n], [;] [n]! ( 4.1) [n- r]![r]! 
The following identities containing q-numbers are useful 
[n] n-1 + n-3 + q q ... q -n+l (4.2) 
q±n[n'] + q'fn' [n] = [n + n'J ( 4.3) 
[n][n' + n"] [n + n"J[n'] = [n - n'][n"] (4.4) 
(4.5) 
I)k]q±3k = q±(2n+l) [n][n + 1] ( 4.6) 
k=l [~ 
~( )T [p- 7]! ±T(p-r-n+l) - [p- n]![p- r]! q'fnr ( 4.8) ~ - [T]![n- T]![r- Tjlq - [n]![r)![p n- r]! 
Equations (4.2) and (4.3) follow directly from the definition of a q-number, equa-
tion (2.16). The following two equations, (4.4) and (4.5), follow directly from those 
preceding. Equations ( 4.6), ( 4. 7) and ( 4.8) can be established by induction. 
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To illustrate, we prove equation (4.7) using induction on mas follows. Form= 1, 
equation (4.7) reduces to equation (4.5). Suppose (4.7) is true form k, i.e. 
( 4.9) 
then when m = k we have 
[" + ~ + 1] (4.10) 
where we have used equation (4.5). Hence the result is true by induction. 
4.2 Trivial coefficients 
The q-dimension of an irrep j of su(2)q is given by IJI q2i +q2i-2 ... q-2j (2j 1] 
from the definition of the q-dimension, equation (3.1) and the relation for the q-
number, equation (4.2). Note that the notation conflicts with that sometimes used 
in quantum angular momentum theory; [j] is used here for the q-number j not the 
dimension of the representation j. 
The trivial s7t(2)q vector coupling coefficient from equation (3.11) is 
~jmjm'IOO) . 1 ( )J-m£ m[2'+1]--- Um-m'Q J 2 (4.11) 
Substituting into the definition of the recoupling coefficient and 6j-symbol, the trivial 
su(2)q 6j symbol is 
( 4.12) 
In a similar manner the trivial R-matrix is 
The eigenvalue of the quadratic Casimir of an irrep j is c(j) j(j + 1). 
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4.3 Primitive 6j-symbols 
The primitive irrep for su(2)q is that for which j = ~ so that the primitive 6j-symbols 
are of one of the two forms 
{ a 1 ~a+~}'{ a 1 ~a-~} q b-2 c b q b-2 c b ( 4.14) 
The calculation for 6j-symbols of su(2)q is carried out in exactly the same manner 
as for su(2) (Butler 1976). The orthogonality properties (3.54) give three equations 
in the primitive 6j-symbols. On combining the equations using symmetries, equa-
tions (3.52) and (3.52), we obtain the relation 
{ a 1 a+l}
2 
{a [2a + 2][2b + 1]q 2 b 2 = [2a][2b- 1]q b-l c b-l 2 2 
and on iteration 
{ 
a l 
q b- ~ ~ a:! }' [2a]![2b- 1]![2a + 2- x]![2b + 1- x]! [2a- x]![2b- 1- x]![2a + 2]![2b + 1]! 
1 1 }2 2 a- 2 
c b -1 
( 4.15) 
x { a-~ ~ a-~+~ }2 (4.16) 
b-"'--1. c b-"'-q 2 2 2 
The boundary condition occurs when x has its maximum value satisfying the triangle 





q ~(-a+b+c-1) c 
Ha-b+c+1) }2 
H-a+b+c) [a- b + c + 2][-a + b + c + 1] ( 4.17) 
Substituting back, cancelling terms and taking the square root 
{ 
a · ~ a+~ } _a {[a- b + c + 1][-a + b + c]}! 
q b- ~ c b - abc [2a + 1][2a + 2][2b][2b + 1] ( 4.18) 
where aabc is a phase to be determined. Using (4.18) and the orthogonality condition 
(3.54) together with a q-number identity, equation (4.4), gives the second primitive 
6j-symbol 
{ 
a ~ a- ~ } _ {[a+ b- c][a + b + c + 1]}! 
q b - ~ c b - f3abc [2a][2a + 1 ][2b][2b + 1] ( 4.19) 
The Racah backcoupling rule (3.37) together with the phase of the trivial 6j-symbol 
and the symmetries of the 6j-symbols enable the phases aabc and f3abc to be found 
_ (3 _ ( )a+b+c Clabc- abc- - ( 4.20) 
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4.4 Calculation of general 6j-symbols 
The general 6j-symbols are found from the primitive 6j-symbols by using the Bieden-
harn~Elliott sum rule, equation (3.36). Substituting the primitive 6j-symbol, ( 4.18), 
into the right-hand side of equation (3.36) and simplifying using symmetries and the 
substitution 
a b c 
q p r s 
r- c]![a- r + s]![-p + b s]! 
s + l]![b + p + s 1]! 
x {l>(abc)t>(ap,)l>(bp,)l>(prcW1 q{ ; ~ : } (4.21) 
where 
6.(abc) = {[a+ b b + c]![-a 
b+c+1]1 
gives the recursion relation 
[2s 1] a b c 
q p r s 
On iterating, we obtain 
b 
r-1 2 
a b c 
q p r s 
x x [X]![2s- x]! ~(-) [x]![X- x]![2s + 1 X- x]! 
x [2s 1 +X- 2x] a 











This solution is verified by substituting into equation ( 4.23) and combining the two 
terms on the right-hand side using the q-number identity equation (4.5). 
The 6j-symbol on the right-hand side of ( 4.24) has a stretched form when X has 
the maximum value X p + r c. The 6j..,symbol related to this stretched form by 
symmetry (3.52) can be found from equation ( 4.24) with X= 2A 
a s' B _ zA y [2A]![2b 
q A A+ B b - ~(-) [y]![2A- y]![2b y]! 1 + 2A- yJ! 
x [2b + 1 + 2A a s' B 2y] 
q 0 B b+A-y ( 4.25) 
The only non-zero term on the right is that for which y = b A-s'. Substituting 
the value of the trivial 6j, (4.12), and the definition (4.21) into (4.25) we obtain for 
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the stretched 6j-symbol 
a b A+ 
q A B 81 [A b + 8 1]![b +A- 81]![-a + 8 1 + B]! 
+b+A+B 
x [a ( 4.26) 
Substituting into ( 4.24), using symmetries and a further substitution of y p+r+c+x 
yields an explicit form for the q-6j-symbols 
{ a b c } = 2:)-) Y [a + b + c 1 + 2 (p r + s - y)] q p r 8 y 
x Ll( abc)!::.( ar 8 )Ll(pb8 )t:.(prc) 
x II { [a+r+8+1]![a+r 
pairs [-a+ r 8]![b + c + T 
8+2p-y]! 
1- y)! 
X -::----c:-::--1 --------::-:-} (4.27) 
where the product is over cyclic permutations of the pairs (a,p), (b, r) and (c, s). 
The form of the 6j-symbol obtained here is different to that of Kirillov and 
Reshetikhin (1988) and Hou et al (1990a, 1990b). Both forms share the property 
of being related to q = 1 expressions simply by substituting q-factorials for factori-
als. This result is not unexpected. The 8u(2) 6,j-symbols are real, so for real q the 
8u(2)q 6j-symbols will be real. Together with the self-adjoint property of the 8u(2)q 
representations, this implies from equation (3.53) 
( 4.28) 
Hence the su(2)q 6j-symbols must contain only terms symmetric in q and q-1 as is 
the case for q-numbers. 
4.5 Primitive vector coupling coefficients 
The two orthogonality relations (3.8) and (3.7) with >.. 2 ~ give two two-term equa-
tions from which one coupling coefficient with m2 = -~ can be eliminated using the 
symmetry (3.14). On rearranging, changing notation and simplifying we have 
( 4.29) 
4.6. Calculation of general vector coupling coefficients 
On iterating k times we have 
q2j+l~k[k] 
lq(jrnHij %m+%)12= [2j+l] 
q~k (2j + 1 - k J I · k k 1 1 · 
+ [2j + 1] I q\)-2m-2 22!J 
27 
m-k;-1)12 (4.30) 
For k = j + m 1 the coefficient on the right-hand side q( i -n;-l HI 
is zero since I I< l-i+;-1 J. On substituting into equation (4.30) we have 
qi~mu + m + 1] 
[2j 1] 
Finally choosing a phase to correspond with that used in su(2) 
1 
(J·m HIJ. 1 m+l) = q(j~m)/2 { (j + m + 1]} 2 q 2 2 2 2 (2j + 1] 
( 4.31) 
( 4.32) 
All other primitive vector coupling coefficients are related to the one given above by 
symmetry. 
4.6 Calculation of general vector coupling coeffi-
cients 
Letting ~t3 ~ in the recoupling equation, (3.55), gives two terms on the right-hand 
side. After substituting for the primitive 6j-symbol and primitive vector coupling 
coefficients from equations (4.19) and (4.32), simplifying and changing notation, >. 1 --+ 
j 1 etc., the following recursion relation is obtained 
1 
9(j1md2m2!hm3) {[jl + J2 j3J[j1 + J2 + j3 + 1]}2 
X { {[jl + ml](j2 m2]}~ qil+h-m1+m2+1/2 9(jl- ~ m1- ~ J2- ~ m2+!lhm3) 
- {[jl m1][j2 + m2]}~ q-h-h-m1+m2 - 1/2 9(j1 ~ m1 +~ J2 ~ m2- ~IJ3m3)} (4.33) 
Iterating k times gives the relation 
1J· m 1· m 11· m ) = ~(-)r [kJ! q{(k-2r)(j1+iz+l)+k(-m1+m2nt2 q\ 1 2 2 2 3 3 ~ [k _ r]![r]! 
r]! 
1 
[jl + m1]![]2 - m2]![j1 m1]![j2 + m2]! } 2 
x [12-m2 - k r]![j1 - m1 - r]![j2 + m2 - r]! 
( 4.34) 
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From equation (4.34), we now obtain an expression for the stretched coupling coef-
ficient q(l1 +l2 n 1 hn2ll2n3). With k 2l1 the only non-zero term on the right-hand 
side is that for which r = lt + n 2 and the trivial vector coupling coefficient is substi-
tuted for from equation (4.11) 
1 
= { [0]![2l2 l]![li + lz + n1]![h nz]![lt + l2 nt]![h + n2]! } 2 
[2lt]![2lt + 2t2 + l]!(l2 + n1 + n2]![0]![l2 n1 - n2]![0]! 
(-)h+nz[2l ]1 X 1 . qC-2nz)(2lt+12+1)+(211)(-nl+n2) (l n n2 OOIZ2n3) 
[lt - n2]![l1 + n 2]! q 2 1 
{ 
[2l2 + 1]![2ZI]![h l2 ntJ![h + l2- nt]! 
[2h 2l2 + l]![l2 + n1 n2]![l2 - n1 n2]![l1 n2]![l1 
With k .it+ j 2 - j 3 , the coefficient on the right-hand side of equation ( 4.34) is related 
by symmetry (3.14) to the stretched form given in equation (4.35). Substituting and 
simplifying, we obtain the general vector coupling coefficient 
q(jl md2m21J3m3) = q{h(jl +l)+i2(h+l)-h(j3+1)+2(jdz+jlm2-i2ml)}/2 
1 
x {[2j3 + l](jl mt]![jt- mt]![h mz]![j2 m2]![j3 + m3]!(}3- m3]!}2 
4. 7 Primitive R-matrices 
The non-zero primitive R-matrices are easily computed from the primitive coupling 
· coefficient given in equation ( 4.32) and their expression in terms of coupling coeffi-
cients, equation (3.27). We have 
=q{c(~)+c(jz)-c(h+~)} q(~~ j2ml.i2+~ m+~) 1(~~ J2mlh+~ m+~) 
q 
{c(l)+c(J'z)-c(J'2_l)} ( 11 · 1 · 1 1) 111 · 1 · 1 + 1) + q 2 2 q 22 J2m J2-2 m+2 ~\22 J2m J2-2 m 2 
[2.12
1 {q-h[j2+m+l]+qi2+1[j2 mJ} 
( 4.37) 
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while a similar calculation gives 
( 
1 ' ) 1 RJJ2 ~12 m 
2 m-1 
( 4.38) 
4.8 Calculation of general R-matrices 
A recursion relation for the general case can now be obtained by letting A1 be the 
primitive irrep !, and mi be~ in the pentagonal equation (3.30). Substituting for the 
primitive R-matrices and vector coupling coefficients, and changing notation (namely 
j 1 - ~ for A2, j 1 for A3, j 2 for A, etc) gives the recursion relation 
(R~1 iz)n~i m . [jl + n] ~ 
n m~~ 




Iterating this expression 2j1 times, with the maximum value of n = j 1, gives R-
matrices on the right-hand side of the form (R~iz)Zh-i-t .m. . The only such R-
o m-~+2]1-t 
matrix which is non-zero is the trivial R-matrix for which 2jl -i-t 0. Substituting, 
we have 
1 
.{ [2 ' jl [ . ']I [ ' J I } 2 Jt · Jz- m + 'l · Jz + m · ( -1 _ )i {-{2il-i)(2m-i)+i}/2 (4.40) 
[i]![2jt- i]![j2 + m i]![jz m]! q q q 
To obtain the R-matrices for n < j 11 we rearrange the recursion relation (4.39), 
and let j 1 go to j 1 !, n ton+~ and i to i + 1, to give 
_ (jl + n _ i]tq-2m+2i+2j1+2/2(Riliz)n-i-1 r~ } ( 4.41) 
q n m-t-1 
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On iteration m - i + j 2 times we obtain 
(RJt h)n-i m . = q n m-t 
1 
( -1 _ )-h-m+i { [j2- 'In+ i]![j1- n + i]![j1 + n- i]![j2 + m- i]! } 2 
q q [2j2]![j1- n + J2 + m]![j1 + n]! 
X L (-Y q2j1}2+2m)l-2i)l-i]2-im+i2 -]2-m+i+2ri+hr-mr+2r/2 
r [r]![j2 + m- i- r]! 
1 
X { [j1 + ~ + J2 + ~- \- r]! } 2 (R~1+~(]2+m-i-r)jz)n-~(h+m+i+r) m (4.42) 
[J1 + n- 1,- r]. n+~(jz+m-i-r) -h 
The R-matrices on the right-hand side are related by symmetries (3.28) and (3.29) 
to the R-matrix given by equation (4.40). On substituting, we have 
{ [. ']'[. ']'[. ']' }~ (Rj1 h)n-i m = J1 - n + 'l · J1 + n - 2 . J2 + m - 'l . ( _ 1 _ )i q n m-i [j1 + n]![j2 + m]![j2- m]![j1- n]! q q 
(-)r ri+r[ · · _ · _ ]I X q2hn+2j1m+2)1]2-2i)t -2i)2-2nm+i2 +i L q )1 + n)2 + m z r . ( 4.43) 
r [r]![j1 + n- i- r]![j2 + m- i- r]! 
The summation can be performed by using the identity (4.8). The resulting algebraic 
expression may be simplified to give the general R-matrices for su(2)q as 
(Rhh)n-i m. =(q-1 _ q)iq{-(2m-i)(2n-i)+i}/2 q n m-t 
1 
1 { [jl + n]![j1- n + i]![j2 - m + i]![]2 + m]! } 2 
x [i]! [j1 - n]![j1 + n- i]![j2 + m- i]![j2- m]! ( 4.44) 
which agrees with the result obtained by Nomura (1989), when differences in the 
definition of q are taken into account. 
Chapter 5 
The q-deformed algebra su(3)q 
The deformed algebra su(3)q is one of the few q-deformed algebras to be studied in de-
tail. Ma (1990a) looked at the simplest two representations, {1 0} and {2 0}, finding 
representation matrices, vector coupling coefficients and hence R-matrices. A later 
paper (Ma, 1990b) extends the calculations to the {21} representation. The 6j sym-
bols were considered· by Archer (1992), with the Racah backcoupling and Biedenharn-
Elliott relations being proved diagrammatically. However, no symbols were explicitly 
computed; Yu (1991) looked at representations in the su(3)q :,) su(2)q x u(1)q basis. 
Pan and Chen (1992) computed isoscalar factors for this chain and in a later paper 
(Pan, 1993) considered other subalgebra chains. Quesne (1992) realizes the Gelfand-
Tseitlin basis in terms of q-boson operators. Dobrev (1990) and Capps (1993) also 
study su(3)q representations. Some work has been done on applications (Cseh, 1993; 
Del Sol Mesa et al, 1993) However, no large classes of coupling coefficients or R-
matrices have been found. 
In this chapter, we explicitly calculate primitive vector coupling coefficients for 
su(3)q where the other representations are unrestricted. These coefficients, together 
with the pentagonal relation are then used to compute a large class of su(3)q R-
matrices. This illustrates the general procedure for su(n )q· 
5.1 Structure of su(3)q 
The su(3)q representations are labelled by their Young tableaus, .A= {h1 h2}. They 
can be obtained in a basis u(1)q x su(2)q as I.A(}tr), where(} is a u(1)q representation 
corresponding to hypercharge in su(3), t is the su(2)q label of isospin and T its z-
component. This choice of basis is the same as that of Ma (1990a, 1990b), Yu (1991) 
and Pan and Chen (1992); Pan (1993). The primitive irrepresentation, c., is chosen 
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to be {1 0} (or simply {1} ), its conjugate being {11}. There are restrictions on IT, t 
and T as given below 




( _ y+~o-+~hl-~h2q3o--2r/2 [2] ~ 
b<T-<T,f)tt'br-r' 1 (5.4) [hl- h2 + 1][hl + 2][h2 + 1]2 
where the q-dimension of.\ = { h1h2} is I.Aiq = [h1 - h2 + 1][h1 + 2][h2 + 1]/[2] from 
equation (3.1) and the phase is chosen to agree with Moshinsky (1962). 
The eigenvalue of the quadratic Casimir for representations .\ = {h1h2} of su(3)q 
is c(.\) = (hi - h1h2 + h~ + 3hr)/3 (Broda, 1991; Ma, 1990a). 
5.2 Primitive vector coupling coefficients 
The primitive vector coupling coefficients for su(3)q are calculated from the orthogo-
nality and symmetry properties of the coefficients following the method described in 
section 3.8. Phases are chosen to agree with those in su(3) (Moshinsky, 1962). The 
primitive su(2)q coefficients are factored out. 
Choosing .\2 to be the primitive representation {1} in the vector coupling coef-
ficient orthogonality relations, equations (3.8) and (3.7), gives five relations for the 
primitive coupling coefficients. Letting .\1 = {h1h2}, i 1 = ~Tt, we have two choices 
for i 2, i 2 = -~0 or i 2 = ~~' in equation (3.8) and three for .\ in equation (3.7), 
.\ = {h1 + 1 h2}, .\ = { h1 h2 + 1} and .\ = { h1 -1 h2 -1 }. Firstly, considering those 
coefficients for which the representations are of the form { hO}, for given IT, t is fixed 
as t = ~h+ ~IT. The coefficient containing {1}-~0 can be eliminated using symmetry 
(3.14) and two relations combined to give 
(5.5) 
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On iterating ~h +! CJ times, the coefficient on the right-hand side has a maximum 
value for CJ and is equal to 1 from orthogonality. Substituting we have, 
I q({hO}a ~t{10H~I{h+10}at+~)~2 
-q-h [2] th+ }-t-o- q-h-l+3o- [h + 2] 
"" ['lh + (J + '!:. + k]q- 3k + (5.6) [h + 1 )[ ~ h + a + ~] ~ 3 3 [ ~ h a + ! ] 
Finally, using the q,.number identities, equations 
obtain 
(4.2), (4.3), (4.4) and (4.6), we 
(5.7) 
Other coefficients with h2 = 0 can be found from this one. The coefficients with 
arbitrary h2 and maximum t can then be obtained and finally the most general coef-
ficients. With the su(2)q primitive coefficients factored out, we have the coefficients 
shown in Table 5.1 
The coupling coefficients obtained here agree with those of Ma (1990a, 1990b) 
and Pan (1993) where there is an overlap. In the q -+ 1 limit, the su(3) coefficients 
of Moshinsky (1962) are recovered. 
5.3 Primitive R-matrices 
The primitive R-matrices for su(3)q are obtained from the primitive vector coupling 
coefficients found for su(2)q and su(3)q, equation (4.32) and Table 5.1 respectively, 
using equation (3.27) which relates R-matrices to coupling coefficients. The non-
zero su(3)q primitive R-matrices are given in Table 5.2. Note that the first four 
R-matrices can be factorized into a primitive su(2)q R-matrix and a su(3)q part 
q-ipu where p -~ or p = ~' but this is not true for the remaining R-matrices. 
5.4 Calculation of general R-matrices 
The pentagonal equation, (3.30), is used as a recursion relation. One irrep, .A2 , is 
taken as the primitive irrep { 1}. With three choices of m~ and three choices for .A3 
there are nine different equations. We give four of these below, these will be used in 
the calculation of general R-matrices. 
}crt; {1}-~0J{h1 1h2}o--~t) 
q( {h1h2}o-t; {1 }-~OJ{ h1h2+ 1 }cr-~t) 
}o-t; {1}i~l{hi 1h2}cr+it+~) 
q( { hl h2 }a-t; J{hlh2+1}o-+tt+}) 
q{ { hlh2}o-t; {1 }i~l lh2}o-+it-
q( { h1h2}a-t; {1 H~l{ h1h2+ 1 }a-+~t-~) 
Table 5.1: Primitive su(3)q coupling coefficients 
qthl-~h2+to- { [~hl- th2- ~(j- t 1] [~hl- ih2- !o-+t+ 2] }~ 
[h1 - h2 1][h1 + 2] 
q-i-hl+th2+to--t { ahr ~h2+!cr+t][-ihr +~h2- ~o-+t+ 1] }t 
[hr- h2 + 1l[h2 + 1] 
q-lh1~h~o-+tt { [thr ~h2+!o-+t+1][~hr-kh2 lcr+t+2][ih1 +ih2 +~cr+t+2]}t 
[2t + 2][hr - h2 1][hr + 2] 
-qi-h1 -th~o-+tt+t { [-ihr +~h2-~o-+t+1][~hr-ih2 }o- t+2][ih1 +ih2 +~cr+t+2]}t 
[2t 2][hr- h2 + 1][h2 + 1] 
{ 
[-ihl +~h2- ~o-+t][~hr- ~h2- lcr-t+1][~h1 +th2+lo-- 1]}t 
[2t][h1 - h2 1][h1 + 2] 
qth1 -th~o--tt ~ [ihr ~h2+!o-+t](~hr ih2-!cr+t+1][th1 +th2+!cr 1)'1 t 



















(R;1hz tr 00 
tT 00 
( R;1hzlO)a-tr l t t 
a-t-r111 3 2 2 
( R;1hzlO)a-t-r l t 
O"tT 11_1 
3 2 2 
(R;1hz 1 1 1 t-r-1 3 2 2 
1 1 
O"tT 3 2 
(Rh1 h2 10)a--1t-H. 1 11 q 2 3 2 2 
atr -~ 00 
) 
1 1 1 
(RhlhzlO a-1 3 2 2 q O"tT 00 
,_J_ 11 __l 
"'2 32 2 
o-tT -~00 (R~1hz 
Rh1hzlO u-1 32 2 
( ) 
1 1 1 
q utr -~00 
Table 5.2: Primitive su(3)q R-matrices 
q(j 
q-ta-+-r 
q-to-+t(q-1 q){[t + r][t- r l]}t 
q~o-+tr+t+~(q _ q-1) { fihl+!hz+!o--t][%hi-thz-to+t+2][-th1+~hz-tu+t+l][t--r+l] }t 
[2t+2][2t+l] 
1 
qiu+tr-t+t (q-1 q) { [t+r][fhl-*hz+to-+tJ[fhi+lhz+tu+t+l][ih1-ih2-}o--t+l]} 2 
[2t][2t+l] 
qio-+tr+t _ q) { (ih1 +!hz+}u-t][~h1-!hz-ta-+t+2][-!h1 +~h2-to-+t+l][t+-r+1]}} 
(2t+2][2t+l] 
1 
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=( R;1og1oy-i+1 t-~i~~ r-j p-1 ~-~ :.-~ (q-1 _ q)qkh1+~o--~i-tp+~v-kg1+l 
o-tr- 2 p-ts- 2tv 
1 
X {[~p + ~91 + v][~h1- a+ i][~91- p + 1JY 
[1 1h 1· . 1]1 X 2a + 3 1 - 2~ + 7 - J + 2 2 
1 
{[ 1 1 ][1 1 1][1 1h 1· . ll}'i X 2P + 391 + v 2P + 391- v + 2(j + 3 1- 2~- 7 + J + 2 (5.11) 
where in all the above we have chosen t- ~i and s- ~i rather than the more general 
t- l and s-m. In addition, in equation (5.11) we have taken h2 = 92 = 0 thus 
restricting t and s to bet= ~a+ ~h1 and s = ~p + ~91 which eliminates some terms. 
With equation (5.11), taking a = ~h1 , 7 t = ~h1 and h1 -+ h1 - 1 and 
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rearranging we have 
q) 
1 v][~gl - p + l][i]} 2 
[hl] 
q) 
On iterating h1 times we have 
X (ROOg10)-i+h1-b -tHtht tb -j+c+tht-tbp-hl+b h1+tp-th1+tb v-c-tht+tb (5.13) 
q 0 0 0 p-i ht+tp-ti v-j 
The only non-zero R-matrix on the right-hand side is that for which b h1 - i and 
c = J ~i. Substituting for the trivial R-matrix we have 
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To obtain the R-matrix with general O" we use equation (5.4) 
(5.15) 
and iterating ~h1 - O" times 
and substituting for the R-matrix on the right-hand side from equation (5.14) 
1 
f [~h1- (]" + i]![~h1 + O"]![~g1- p + i]![~91 + ~p + vJ!ag1 + ~p- lJ + j- ~i]! }
2 
[~h1- O"]![~h1 + O"- j- ~i]![~g1- p]![~g1 + ~p + v- j- ~i]![~g1 + ~p- v]! 




To obtain R-matrices with general T f. t we use equation (5.11) for a second time. 
On rearranging, moving the last term on the right-hand side to the left and adjusting 
the variables we have 
1 1 t 
i+lj+lp { [20" + 3h1 + T + 1] l 
xq 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 · 1· [-p + -g1 + v + 1][-p + -g1- v][-O" + -h1- T + J- -z + 11 
2 3 2 3 2 3 2 ( .18) 
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On iterating a 
(5.19) 
where t = ta !h1 , s tP + ~g1 . Using crossing symmetry, equation (3.28), to 
substitute for the R-matrix on the right-hand side from equation (5.17) we obtain 
{ 
[i91 - P + iJ!ap + ~.91 - v]![!P ~.91 + v]! 
X 1 1 · 1· 1 1 · 1· 1 [2P + 391 v J - 2~J![2P + 3.91 + v- J - 22]![391 p]! 
[!a+ !h1- T + j tiJ![!a + !h1 + T- j- !iJ![!hl- a i]! }~ 
x [kh1 - a]![~a + *h1 Tjl[~a + kh1 T]! 
X I) -)cq~bi-~bcr-bj+~ic-hlb+br+cj-2b+c[!a !hl + T + c]! { [~p + !91 v b]! 
b,c 
v+b]![b c]![cJ!}-1 (5.20) 
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Finally, using equation ( 4.8) to sum over c we have 
x { [~91- P iJ![!P + ~91 v]![~p + ~91 + v]! 
[i91 - p]!(~p ~91 - v + j ~iJ![!P + ~91 v j- ~i]! 
1 X (~hl a- 'i]!(~a- + ~h1 T + j- ~i)!(~a- + ~h1 + rj! }2 
[j ~i]![~h1 - a-J!aa- ~h1 - r]![~a- ~h1 + T- J ~i]! 
(5.21) 
To obtain R-matrices with h2 ;:: 0 and independent t we use equations (5.4) and (5.4) 
as follows 
(5.22) 
On iterating h2 times 
(5.23) 
and substituting for the R-matrix on the right-hand side from equation (5.21) we 
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have 
( Rh1 h2 g1o)a-i ~h1+kh2-tir-j dP+tglv = (q-1 _ q)i+ti 
q ata+}h1+~h2r p-qp+kgl tiv-j 
X qt9I ~i+a+j-2r)+( ~h1 +th2)( ~91 +p-2v-i)+tpi+tvi-ap-IT1J- tij+tPi+iia-pr+ri+rj 
(5.24) 
To obtain R-matrices with independent t, we use equation (5.4) 
(5.25) 
d . t' 1 lh lh . an 1tera mg 2a- + 3 1 + 3 2 - t times 
(5.26) 
and substituting for the R-matrix on the right-hand side 
( Rh1h2 g1o)u-it-tir-j P!P+h1v = ( -1 _ )i+ti q t ·1 1 1· . q q 
a r p-~ 2P+391-2t v-J 
1 '+ 1 . + 1 . 3 +t 3 . '+ 2 2t 1 .. 1 . 1 . 2 + '+ . X q-iigH 2tP 2w-2ap P+4at-h 3g1t- v-2tJ+391J+<iPJ-"§91T-pr n TJ 
( -)zq-2zt+2zr-z+!zi-zj[J' + !.2i + z]! 
X q ii+ tJ- ti2 - ~i2 + i P+ t 91 2:: -:--:--::--'--.--...,..-------:-:~--T--"----:-:-
z [z]![i ~p !91 v + z]![~p ~91- v- z]! 
{ 
[~hl - ~h2 + ~0" + t]!(thl + *h2 +!a-+ t + l]![~hl *h2- !o-- t + i]! 
X (th1 - ~h2 ~0" + t ij!(th1 + ~h2 + ~0" + t i + l)![~hl ~h2- !o- t]! 
(~91 - P i]!(!p + ~91- v]![~p + ~91 + v]! 
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The previous two steps can be repeated using the crossing symmetry of the R-matrix, 
equation (3.28), to obtain the R-matrix with 92 2 0 and independent s 
( Rh1 h2 91 92 )CT-i t- ~i T-j p s v 
q CTtT p-is-~iv-j 
3 + 3 . + 3 . 1 . . 1 . 1 . 1 ·2 1 ·2 2 1 . 1 . . . . + . 
=q-2CTP 4~o- :r~P-'ftJ+:rt+'fJ-8~ -'fJ + ts-2tv-2sT- 2 st+ 2 v!-tt+tT+JT Js+s-v 
. 1 . q-2tz+2TZ+~iz-jz-z(- )z-s+v[j + li + z]! X (q-1- q)J+'it L 2 
z [z]![s- v- z]![-s + v + i + z]![j + ~i]! 
X {·[2t- i]![2t- i + 1]![t + Tj![t- ~i-T+ jj![~h1- ~h2 + ~0" + t]! 
[2t]![2t + 1]![t- T]![t- ~i + T- jJ!ah1- ~h2 + ~(} + t- i]! 
[~h1 + ~h2 + ~(} + t + 1]![~h1- ~h2- ~(}- t + i]! X ~--~~--~------~~~~~~~~--~ [~h1 + ~h2 + ~(} + t- i + 1]![~h1 - ~h2- ~(}- t]! 
[2s- i]![2s- i + 1]![s + v]![s- v]![~91 - ~92 - ~p- s + i]! X ~~--~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~--~~--.-~~ [2s]![2s + 1]![s- ~i + v- j]![s- ~i- v + j]![~91- ~92 - ~p- s]! 
[~91- ~92 + ~p + s]![~91 + ~92 + ~p + s + 1]! }~ 
X (5.28) [~91- ~92 + ~p + s- i]![~91 + ~92 + ~p + s- i + 1]! 
the only restrictions are now l = m = ~i and j 2 0. 
The expression above gives a large class of R-matrices including all of those R-
matrices found by Ma (1990a, 1990b). Fori= 0, it factorizes into the su(3)q part 
q-~CTP and the su(2)q R-matrix given in equation ( 4.44) with t-+ j 1 , T -+ m1, j -+ i 
etc. 
Chapter 6 
Knots, braids and knot 
polynomials 
A knot is a single closed loop of string or in more mathematical terms, an embedding 
of the circle § 1 in the sphere § 3. A link consists of two or more intertwined knots. 
Tait (1898) was one of the first to study knots in detail, thinking they may have a 
relation to classifying atomic structure. Although he was wrong in this assumption, 
physicists still have an interest in knot theory. In more recent times they have looked 
at knotted strings and applied knot theory to quantum field theory and vice versa. 
Knots are also finding application in the study of DNA (see Kauffman, 1991, for a 
review). 
Mathematicians have been primarily interested in classifying knots and looking 
at topological properties of knots. Tait's table of knots (Tait, 1898) contains many 
duplications. Rolfsen's table (Rolfsen, 1976) still contains one duplication (10163 is 
equivalent to 10162 ) but we will use this classification in the following sections. 
In order to distinguish and classify knots it is useful to find a knot invariant, a 
function which is unique to a particular knot. The classification used by Rolfsen is by 
the number of crossings, with knots having the same number of crossings then being 
further numbered. The number of knots with the same number of crossings grows 
rapidly as the crossing number increases. 
Alexander was the first to associate a polynomial with knots (Alexander, 1928). 
The polynomial depends only on the topological properties of the knot rather than on 
a particular diagram of the knot. However, two non-equivalent knots may have the 
same Alexander polynomial, indeed there are infinitely many knots having the same 
polynomial as the trivial knot (the circle or unknot). The Alexander polynomial as 
it was originally defined was difficult to calculate. But in 1970, Conway solved this 
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problem by proving a certain relation, the skein relation, for the Alexander polynomial 
and thus making it possible to recursively calculate Alexander polynomials (Conway, 
1970). 
The next major advance was in 1985 when Jones found a new polynomial for 
knots (Jones, 1985). Braids had been used for describing knots but Jones found a 
new matrix representation for braids on which a trace could be defined to give a knot 
polynomial. This polynomial, unlike the Alexander polynomial, is sensitive to taking 
the mirror image of a knot. Knots which are equivalent to their mirror image are 
called amphichiral, the remainder being chiral. The Jones polynomial does predict 
amphichirality but not always correctly and some topologically distinct knots have 
the same Jones polynomial. 
Since 1985, further braid representations have been found with appropriate traces. 
This has led to many new polynomials, beginning with the two-variable HOMFLY 
polynomial of which the Jones and Alexander polynomials are special cases (Freyd 
et al, 1985; Kauffman, 1990). 
In this chapter, we review the properties of knots and braids. The process of 
describing a knot by a braid and then of finding a knot polynomial based on a braid 
representation is outlined. 
6.1 Knot diagrams 
A knot can be represented by a two-dimensional diagram with finitely many points 
where two strings cross. At these points, the overcrossing and undercrossing strings 
need to be distinguished. We use the convention that the overcrossing string is shown 
as continuous over the crossing point while the undercrossing string is discontinuous, 
for example, X . Any diagram of this form generates a unique knot. The converse is 
not true. 
Two knots are said to be ambient isotropic or equivalent if their diagrams can be 
deformed into another by the following Reidemeister moves 
(0) ~~I 
(I) k,~I~J I I 
(II) 9. ~II~~ 
(III) :rx ~ >~: :(?< ~ ><J: 
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To illustrate a knot diagram and the Reidmeister moves, we show in Figure 6.1 that 
the knot 63 is amphichiral by showing its equivalence to its mirror image. 
6.2 Knot polynomials 
A knot polynomial associates with each knot diagram a polynomial which is invariant 
under the Reidmeister moves. Thus the polynomial describes the knot not just the 
diagram. Polynomials may be defined by means of a trace or determinant of a matrix 
describing a knot or by a skein relation or both. A skein relation gives the polynomial 
of a knot in terms of a sum of polynomials for knots differing only in a certain part 
of their diagrams. For example, the skein relations for the Alexander, Jones and 
HOMFLY polynomials are of the form below where the knot diagrams are the same 
except in the dotted circle. 
(.·····><~'~ a rg""J') +b tJ""'"]····· .. ,} 
' l) ! '· ( i ~ I 
········f ........ / \... ....... ........ \ ........... .. / 
(6.1) 
The coefficients a, b depend on the polynomial being considered. 
The knot diagrams on the right-hand side are simpler than the originaL In the 
case of a two-term skein relation a polynomial for a knot can always be obtained from 
that of the unknot by successively reducing the number of crossings. 
6.3 Braids 
Braids provide a means of mathematically describing knots. An m-braid is a set of 
m strings between two parallel sets of m points arranged horizontally, as illustrated in 
Figure 2(a). Braids were first discussed in terms of the braid group by Artin (1925). 
The set of m-braids form a group, Em, with concatenation as the group operation. 
An m-braid is generated by the set of single twists bi and bi1 for 1 :::;: i :::;: m 1 as 
shown in Figures 2(b) and 2(c). 
An equivalent description of the braid group Em (Artin, 1925) is that its generators 
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(a) An 8-braid 
Figure 6.2: Braids and their generators 
Figure 6.3: Braid group relations 
Figure 6.4: Closure of a braid 
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Figure 6.5: Two braid representations of the knot 10106 , differing due to the section between the 
points marked 1 and 2 being looped across in (a) 
Given a braid, its closure is found by connecting the points at top and bottom, i 
to i, as shown in Figure 6.4. It is clear that the closure of a braid gives a knot or 
link. Alexander (1923) proves that any knot or link can be described by the closure of 
a braid. The description of knots by closed braids is highly non-unique, as illustrated 
in Figure 6.5. Conjugate braids, those which are related by the braid group relations, 
equations (6.2) and (6.3), give rise to equivalent knots. Different conjugacy classes 
of braids may still give the same knot on closure. The minimum dimension of braid 
needed to describe a knot is called the braid index of a knot. Even such a minimum 
conjucacy class of braid is non-unique. There is also no general relation for the braid 
index of a knot although bounding values can be obtained. 
However, Markov (1945) establishes that if two braids A' and A" are obtained 
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from the braid A E Bm by the moves given below, then the knots formed by the 
closure of the braids A, A', and A" are topologically equivalent 
Markov I A' 
Markov II A11 
BAB-1 , for an arbitrary braid BE Bm 
Ab~1 , for bm, b;;/ E Bm+l 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
These properties enable a knot polynomial to be found from the braid group descrip-
tion of a knot. A knot polynomial a( A) is independent of the braid group description 
used, depending only on the knot, if it satisfies a(A) a(A') = a(A"), for A', A'' as 
given in equations (6.4) and (6.5) and satisfies a(A) a(A) for braids A of the same 
conjucacy class as A. 
If a function ¢, called a Markov trace, on matrix representations A, B of braids 
A, B can be defined so that it satisfies 
¢(A) = ¢(BAB-1) (6.6) 
¢(Abm) = TcjJ(A), ¢(Ab~1 ) = 7¢(A) for A E Bm, bm, b~1 E Bm+l (6.7) 
for T and 7 such that T ¢(bi) and 7 = ¢(bi1 ) for all i, then a knot polynomial can 
easily be obtained. The knot polynomial for the knot formed by the closure of the 
braid A is then 
( ~)e(A)/2 a(A) (77)-(m-l)/2 ; ¢(A) (6.8) 
where A E Em and e( A) is the sum of the exponents of the generators bi in A 
(Akutsu and Wadati,.l987a). It is easily shown to be invariant under the Markov 
moves, equations (6.4) and (6.5). 
There may be a further relation between the braid group representations of the 
form 
(6.9) 
This leads to the generalized Alexander-Conway skein relation for a knot polynomial 
based on this representation for the braid group 
a(Ab7B) hk_1a(Ab7-1B) · · · + h1a(AbiB) + h0a(AB) for arbitrary braids A, B 
(6.10) 
For k 2, this is the skein relation shown in equation (6.1). 
The degree, k, of the skein relation is called the power of the polynomial and is 
denoted N. The Jones polynomial and its two-variable extensions, for example, have 
N 2. Skein relations are used in the following chapter as recursion relations. 
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In this thesis, we make use of other skein-type relations of form 
~(AC) lk-Ia(Ab~) + ... + ha(Abm) + loa(A) 
for arbitrary A E Bm, and constant braid C (6.11) 
These relations are less powerful than the Alexander-Conway skein relation but to-
gether with the skein relation enable higher power polynomials to be calculated. 
Chapter 7 
Knot polynomials based on 
representations of su(n)q 
R-matrices give representations of braid groups. Furthermore their other special 
properties allow a Markov trace and hence knot polynomials to be obtained. In this 
chapter, we describe recursion techniques for finding knot polynomials based on R-
matrices of su(n)q· We calculate the {1} su(n)q polynomials using the skein relation 
as a recursion relation. Because the {1} su(n)q skein relation is of power N = 2 this 
is sufficient to obtain all knot polynomials. 
For polynomials of power N > 2, the skein relation is insufficient as a recursion 
relation. However, other relations can be obtained by manipulating the product of 
R-matrices describing the braid representation of a knot. The relations described in 
Chapter 3 for coupling coefficients and R-matrices are used to simplify the product. 
This process is carried out in diagrammatic form. We use this technique to calcu-
late polynomials based on the {2} representation of su(n)q· Only a few {2} su(2)q 
polynomials were previously known (Akutsu et al, 1987). Calculating a larger class 
allows a more accurate evaluation of the N = 3 polynomial. 
7.1 Braid representations and Markov traces 
The R-matrix R>..IL gives a twisting on the two spaces. It can be given in diagrammatic 
form as X with (RAIL)-l being xtReshetikhin, 1987; Hou et al, 1990a). The Yang-
Baxter equation, (3.31), can be given diagrammatically as 
(7.1) 
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where the diagram is read top to bottom. 
Akutsu and Wadati (1987a) recognized that the Yang-Baxter equation is equiv-
alent to the braid group equation (6.3): compare equation (7.1) with Figure 3(b). 
The general R-matrices R>..1• give representations of a more general braid group than 
that described in section 6.3. Each string is associated with a weight or colour, in 
this case a representation of S1t(n)q· However, in order for closure to be meaningful 
we require that the colour in the ith position must be the same top and bottom. 
Hence for braids which on closure give a knot, all colours are the same and the braid 
depends on a single representation. This is the situation of section 6.3. 




bi = ll X • . . X R>..>.. X . • • X ll 
m 
(7.2) 
with equation (6.2) being satisfied trivially and equation (6.3) following from the 
Yang-Baxter equation (3.31). The matrices ll are of order equal to the dimension of 
the weight space of A. 
A Markov trace can be obtained for the braid group representation obtained 
from a representation ,\ of the q-deformed algebra su( n )q in the manner just defined 
(Reshetikhin, 1987). We first define an enhancement matrix V by 
V = v;.. x · · · x v;.., v;. = diag{q2P(A)IA a weight of A} 
m 
where the braid group under consideration has dimension m. 
The R-matrix R>.>. and the matrix V>.. satisfy the following relations 
R)..)..(V>. XV)..) 
tr2 ((ll x v;.)R>.>.) 
tr(v,>,) 
(v>, X V,>,)R>.>, 
q-c(>.) n 
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Equation (7.6) is exactly the q-dimension IAI of the representation A given in 
equation (3.1). Proofs for equations (7.4) and (7.5) are given in Reshetikhin (1987) 
and Zhang et al (1991). Equation (7.4) follows from the property of the universal 
R-matrix given by equation (2.4). Equation (7.5) is proved by induction. Suppose 
k 
it is true for all representations of power k, i.e. representations J-L such that J-L E® E 
then for a representation A of power k + 1 we have 
q-c(e)-c(J-L) L q(J-LJ1EJ2IAi1) (RJ-LE)Jl )2 (REJ-L)m2 m1 q(,XiiJ-Ln1m2) 
. . q m1 m2 q n2 n1 
J1J2n1 n2m1 m2 
qc(>.) L q(/-LJ1EJ2IAi1) q(AiiJ-LJlcJ2) = qc(>.)/ji1 i (7.7) 
)1)2 
where we have used vector coupling coefficient orthogonality, equation (3. 7), the pen-
tagonal equation, equation (3.30), the induction hypothesis, the Yang-Baxter equa-
tion, equation (3.31) and equation (7.14). The result follows by induction, as it is 
true for the primitive representation (Reshetikhin, 1987). 
The modified trace defined below is a Markov trace 
1 q-c(>.) _ qc(>.) 
</>(A)= IAim tr(VA) 7 = W' 7 = W (7.8) 
with equation (6.6) following from equation (7.4) and equation (6.7) following from 
equation (7.5). The knot polynomial for the braid A E Bn from equations (6.8) and 
(7.8) is thus 
a(A) = IAI-1 qe(A)c(>.)tr(VA) (7.9) 
The polynomial is normalized so that for the unknot a(bi) a(1) = a(bi 1 ) = 1 
where 1 is the trivial (and only) braid in B 1, a single string. Note that a(b?) = IAI. 
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From equation (3.27), the R-matrices R)..>. have eigenvalues q2c(>..)-c(J.L), where JL C 
A x A, the eigenfunctions being the coupling coefficients. Thus R~>.. satisfies 
IT ((R>..>.r- {AAJL*Y qr(2c(.\)-c(J.Lll) = 0 (7.10) 
J.LC.\x>.. 
where T is the multiplicity of J-L in A x A. This gives an equation of the form of 
equation (6.9) for the braid group representations and hence a skein relation for the 
knot polynomials (Broda, 1991). The power of the polynomial based on a particular 
representation A thus depends on the number of terms in the Kronecker product Ax A. 
7.2 Skein-type relations 
In principle, polynomials for knots based on any representation of su(n)q can be 
obtained from equation (7.9). However, for all but the simplest knots, the matrix 
multiplications are long and tedious. The skein relation is sufficient to calculate all 
polynomials for the fundamental representation of su( n )q by recursion, since these 
have power N = 2. For other representations, the skein relation is not sufficient for 
complete calculation but can be used in simplification. 
Guadagnini (1992) outlines a new method for calculating su(n)q knot polynomi-
als. The knot polynomial for a particular representation is reduced to a sum over 
polynomials for trivial knots based on other representations. The properties of Wilson 
line operators are used in the simplification process. 
In this section, we use a similar approach to Guadagnini but with two major 
differences. Firstly, rather than tackling each knot individually, we derive two 'skein-
type' relations which can be used to calculate polynomials for whole classes of braids. 
Secondly, the properties of R-matrices and vector coupling coefficients are used to 
simplify the braid. These arise naturally in the q-deformed algebra. 
In a similar manner to the R-matrices, the coupling coefficient (JLv!A) and its 
conjugate (..\!JLv) are given diagrammatically as A andf.!Yv 
J.L v 
We restate some of the equations of chapter 3, equations (3.30), (3.7) and (3.8) 
giving their diagrammatic forms also 





Equation (3.27) can be generalized using the vector coupling coefficient orthogonality 





2: q2n(c(f!)+c(v)-c(,\)) (~Jm1vm2 ltXm) (tXmi~Jm~ vm;Q7.14a) 
{X 2n >< 
2n+l 
AEf!XV 
11: v I: q2n(c(f!)+c(v)-c(,\)) \6. 
,\ ~~-~ (7.14b) 
I: {~JvA*} q<2n+l)(c(J-L)+c(v)-c(,\)) (~Jm1vm2IAm) (tXmlvm~!Jm;), 
AEJ-LXV 
(7.15a) 
/1: v I: {~JV A*} q(2n+l)(c(J-L)+c(v)-c(,\)) \6. 
,\ ~-~~ (7.15b) 
In order to use the above relations in the simplification process, the more general 
idea of a braid is used, with strings being associated with different representations. 
For braids with sensible closure, the Markov trace ¢ generalizes. If the strings are 
associated with representations Ji,, v etc. then ¢11v ... = (I~JIIvl .. )-1tr(VJ-Lv ... A) where 
V J-LV... VJL X Vv X .... 
From the definition of the Markov trace based on su(n)q, taking the closure of 
a braid is equivalent to taking a modified trace of the product of R-matrices repre-
senting the braid. The modified trace can be performed on other matrices, extending 
the idea of closure. When it is applied to coupling coefficients, the following relation 
holds 
tr(V v(~JvltX) (AI~J'v)) (7.16a) 
1!:>8 X v 
J-L 
(7.16b) 
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To prove equation (7.16) we use the definition of the enhancement matrix V JL and 
the symmetry the coupling coefficients, equation (3.14), for each of the coupling 
coefficients and then coupling coefficient orthogonality, equation (3.8) 
(7.17) 
The two skein-type relations used in the calculation of {2}su(n)q polynomials 
reduce a braid of dimension m 1 or m 2 to a sum over braids of dimension m. 
One or two strings may be eliminated by reducing crossings with equations (7.14) and 
(7.15), manipulating with the pentagonal equation (7.11) and Yang-Baxter equation 
(7.1) and finally using one of the closure equivalences. 
To illustrate this method, the calculation of the skein-type relation, equation (7.23), 





The first step uses coupling coefficient orthogonality, equation (7.13). The pen-
tagonal equation, equation (7.11) is then repeatedly applied. The final step uses 
equation (7.14) to write the product of two R-matrices as a second sum over coupling 
coefficients. On closure and using equation (7.16) we have 
I;q'<"l+o(21-,(v) ~~: [t(R,!t) ~+ /(1,/') ~+ /(Wl, It)~] 
(7.19) 
where in the final step the definitions of R 22 and (R22 )-1 , equation (3.27), and the 
coupling coefficient orthogonality, equation (7.13), are used to give three expressions 
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Table 7.1: q-dimensions and Casimirs for some representations of su(n)q 
Representation q-dimension Casimir 
{1} [n] n2 -1 2n 
{2} [n)[n+l) n2 +n-2 [2) n 
{11} [n-l)(n) n2 -n-2 [2) n 
{4} [n][n+l][n+2][n+3] 2n2 +6n-8 [2}(3}(4) n 
{31} [n-l][n][n+l][n+2] 2n2 +2n-8 [4)[2) n 
{22} [n-l)[nj2[n+l] 2n2 -8 [3][2]2 n 
{6} [n][n+l][n+2](n+3][n+4][n+5] 3n2 +15n-18 [2)[3)[4][5)[6} n 
{51} [n-l](n][n+l][n+2](n+3][n+4] 3n2 +9n-18 [2)[3}[4][6} n 
{42} [n-l][n] 2 [n+l][n+2][n+3] 3n2 +5n-18 [2]2[4)[5) n 
{411} ~-~~-~~~+~~+~~+~ 3n2 +3n-18 [2]2(3)[6} n 
{33} [n-l](n] 2 [n+1] 2 [n+2] 3n2+3n-18 [2]2[3]2(4) n 
{321} [n-2](n-l][nj2[n+l][n+2] 3n2 -18 [3)2[5] n 
{222} [n-2](n-1V[n] 2 [n+l] 3n2 -3n-18 [2]2[3]2[4} n 
2 2 
for the three products ~· These equations are rearranged to give the coefficients f 
22 2222 \1 
for writing the product X in terms of X, I I and X· Knot polynomials can now be 
obtained as {2} is the only representation involved. The polynomial a(Abmbm+lbm) 
can thus be written as a sum over the polynomials a(Abm), a(A) and a(Abm_1 ). 
The q-dimensions and Casimirs for the representations appearing in the products 
J-L E 2 x 2, v E 2 x J-L are given in Table 7.1. The coefficients for both skein-type 
relations are given in Table 7.2. A similar approach is used for the second skein-type 
relation, equation (7.24), with two strings being eliminated. 
7.3 Knot polynomials based on {1} of su(n)q 
The fundamental representation of su( n )q is n-dimensional and can be written in 
partition form as {1, 0, ... , 0}. In the following sections, it is written as {l}su(n)q· 
The tensor product of the fundamental representation with itself decomposes into 
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two terms, the symmetric term { 2} and the antisymmetric term { 11}. Using equa-
tions (6.8), (7.8) and (7.10), one obtains a two-term skein relation for the {1}su(n)q 
polynomials as 
(7.20) 
the q-dimensions and Casimirs for the representations appearing are given in Ta-
ble 7.1. 
To calculate the {1}su(n)q polynomial for a knot, the braid representing the knot 
is written as a product of p terms of form b~1 b~2 ... b~n, the braid form then appears as 
bill b~12 ... b~n ... b1t b?:2 ... b~n. If the last non-zero power is lpi, that is lpi+l = ... = 
lpn = 0, the polynomial can be written as a sum of polynomials with last non-zero 
power in the i-1 position or lower by means of the skein relation, braid group relations 
and Markov moves. When i = 1, by the Markov move, equation (6.4), the b7'1 term 
can be absorbed with the bill term and hence the number of terms p is reduced by 
1. The recursion continues until p = 1 when a(b~1 ... b~n) = Pk1 Pk2 ... Pkn, where 
Pk = a(bk). For each k, Pk is found from iterating the skein relation with A, B the 
trivial braids and noting that P1 = a(b1 ) = P_1 = a(b11 ) = 1 and that P0 = a(b?) = 
I .AI. The coefficients An and En are from the iterated skein relation, a(Abi B) = 
An(n)(AbiB) + Bn(n)(AB). The full algorithm is given below as Algorithms 7.1, 7.2, 
7.3. 
Algorithm 7.1 KnotPolynomial 
1> knot polynomial for the braid b~1 b~2 ••• b~n can be found directly as P(kt)P(kz) ... P(kn) where 
P(k) = a(bn 
1> if the braid is not of this form, call the procedure ReduceP to reduce the number of groups 
variables 
b 'd bill bl21 blp1 blpn ra1 +-- 1 . . . 1 . . . 1 . . . n 
p +-- number of groups 
n +-- braid index - 1 
if n = 1 then P(ln · · · + lp1) 
elif p = 1 then P(ln) ... P(ltn) 
else call ReduceP with 
braid,n, p, i +-- n 
end if 
Algorithm 7.2 ReduceP 
1> boundary condition 
1> boundary condition 
1> the procedure looks at the last group, progressively eliminating terms 
1> when only the b1 term is left, it can be combined with the b1 term of the first group by the 
Markov I move 
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1> the procedure Reduce! is called to eliminate terms 
variables 
braid, p, n 
. it- position of last possible non-zero power i.e. lpi+1 = ... = lpn = 0 
if i = 1 then return to KnotPolynomial with 
b 'd bln +lp1 blp-1n rai t-- 1 . . . n 
n, p t-- p - 1 1> boundary condition 
elif lpi = 0 then return to ReduceP with 
b 'd bl11 blpi-1 rm t-- 1 · · · i-1 
n, p, i+-- i - 1 
elif lpi = 1 then call Reduce! with 
braid, n, p, i, jt---1 
else 1> lpi <> 1, 0 
An(lpi)xresultA + Bn(lpi)xresultB 
where 
resultA t-- call KnotPolynomial with 
b 'd bl 11 blpi-1 b n, p, ra1 t-- 1 ... i-1 i 
resultB t-- call KnotPolynomial with 
b 'd bl11 blpi-1 n, p, ra1 t-- 1 . . . i-1 
end if 
Algorithm 7.3 Reduce! 
1> in this procedure, 'shuffies' of the form below are performed 
bkbk-1b~ b~+l ... br ... bk'~2bk'~1 ... 
~
bl b b b1' bm bm' bm" k-1 k k-1 k+l . . . 1 . . . k-2 k-1 ... 
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1> from successive application of the braid group relation 
b1 b b1' bm b bm' bm" k-1 k k+l . . . 1 . . . k-1 k-2 k-1 ... 
1> bk-1 commuted through 
1> if m' = 1 then the shuffie is repeated with k f-- k - 1 
1> if m' = 0 then the bk-1 terms can be combined and the shuffiing ends 
1> otherwise the skein relation is used to write the polynomial as a sum of two terms with m' = 0 
and m' = 1 
1> the shuffiing ends when k = 2 (if not before) the two b1 terms are combined 
variables 
braid, n, p, i 
j- 1t-- number of 'shuffles' 
if i = j then return to ReduceP with 
braid +-- bln b~li-2 blw b. bhiH bl21 bl2i-3 bl2i-1 b. b~2i blil +1 blpi-1 1 . . . t-2 i-1 t i+1 . . . 1 . . . i-3 i-2 t-1 t . . . 1 ... i-1 
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n, p, i<- i - 1 l> boundary condition 
elif llmodpi-j = 0 then return to ReduceP with 
b 'd bln bhi-2bllii b blli+l bl21 rai <- 1 , 0 0 i-2 i-1 i iH .. 0 1 0 0 0 
xblo2i-3bl2i-lbo bl.z; blimodpl blim?dpi-j+t+l bl.Pi-1 
!-3 t-2 t-1 t 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 t-J+l 0 0 0 t-1 
n, p, i<- i- 1 l> botmdary condition 
elif lJmodpi-j = 1 then return to Reduce! with 
braid, n, p, i, j<-j- 1 
else [> lJmodpi-j <> 1,0 
An(llmodpi-j) xresultA+Bn(ljmodpi-j) xresultB 
where 
resultA ~ call KnotPolynomial with 
l l· 1 l . . 1 l· . '+1 l b od bll bJmodp bJmodp'-J- b· ·bJmodp'-J bpi n, p, ra1 ~ 1 · · · 1 · · · i-j-1 t-J i-j+l · · · i 
resultB ~ call KnotPolynomial with 
b 'd bln blimodpl blimodpi-j-1 blimodpi-i+l blpi n, p, rat ~ 1 0 0 0 1 ... i-j-1 i-j+l · · · i 
end if 
The knots were sorted according to braid index, i.e. the dimension of the braid 
representation of the knot, and number of terms p. The initial braid words were 
taken from Jones (1987) and simplified further via the braid group relations. These 
simplified braid words are given in Table 7.4. An algebraic package, MAPLE, was 
then used to carry out the above steps. 
For certain values of n, the polynomials have special properties. If n 0, then the 
polynomials obtained are the Alexander polynomials, as can be seen by comparing 
the skein relations. For n = 1 the polynomials for all knots are equal to 1 and are thus 
identical. The Jones polynomial corresponds to the n = 2 case. For higher values 
of n, all polynomials are different except for the occasional pair. For n = 2, among 
the 248 knots of ten or fewer crossings, there are 14 pairs of knots having the same 
polynomials. Of these 14 pairs, 5 are pairs of knots which have the same polynomial 
for all values of n. For n > 2, all knots of ten or fewer crossings were distinguished 
by the {1}su(n)q polynomial with the exception of these 5 pairs. 
The {1}su(n)q polynomials are a special case of the HOMFLY polynomial (Freyd 
et al, 1985). This two-variable polynomial has the skein relation t-1 P(AbiB) -
tP(Abi1 B) xP(AB). With t qn and x = q-1 q, the skein relation of the 
{ 1 }su( n )q polynomials is obtained. The pairs of knots of ten or fewer crossings which 
cannot be distinguished by the {l}su(n)q polynomial are exactly those with the same 
HOMFLY polynomiaL For knots of ten or fewer crossings, the one variable {1 }su(n)q 
polynomials for any n > 2 distinguish the same knots as the two variable HOMFLY 
polynomial. 
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For special values of the deformation parameter q, the {1 }su(n)q polynomials take 
on certain discrete values. If q = 1, i.e. in the non-deformed limit, all the polynomials 
are equal to 1. Similarly, if q is a certain root of unity, qn- 1 = 1 or qn+l = -1, then 
o:(A) = 1 for all braids A. This is readily shown from the skein relation. Likewise, 
using induction on the skein relation, we can show that for qn-1 = -1 or qn+l = 1, 
the polynomial o:(A) equals 1 for braids A that describe a knot or an odd-component 
link. For the even component case, o:(A) equals -1. 
These special values mean that for any knot with polynomial o:(A), the polynomial 
1- o:(A) has factors (qn+l- q-(n+l)) and (qn-1 - q-(n-1)). This is used to simplify 
the knot polynomials. The reduced knot polynomials ,B(A) = (1 - o:(A))/(qn+l -
q-(n+l))(qn-1 - q-(n-l)) for knots of ten or fewer crossings are given in Table 7.4. 
Setting n = 2, we recover the table given by Jones (1987) (on replacing q fort). 
7.4 Knot polynomials based on {2} of su(n)q 
Knot polynomials based on the non-fundamental representations of su(n)q have skein 
relations of power, N, greater than 2. The Alexander-Conway skein relation is in-
sufficient to determine all knot polynomials. Either the braid representations must 
be entered explicitly into the definition of the knot polynomial, equation (7.9) or 
the skein relation must be supplemented with other skein-type relations. All of the 
{2}su(n)q polynomials for knots of ten or fewer crossings can be calculated using the 
Alexander-Conway skein relation together with two other similar skein-type relations. 
The {2}su(n)q polynomials are of power N = 3, as there are three terms in the 
product 
{2} X {2} = {4} + {31} + {22} (7.21) 
From equations (6.8), (7.8) and (7.10), the {2}su(n)q skein relation is 
a(Ab; B) = q2n(q4 - q2 + q-2 )a(AbiB) + q4n(q6 - q2 + 1)o:(AB) - q6n+4a(Abi1 B) 
(7.22) 
The two relations below are needed in addition to calculate {2}su(n)q polynomials 
for all knot of ten or fewer crossings where the coefficients k1 , ... h_1 are given in 
Table 7.2. 
(7.23) 
Table 7.2: Coefficients for skein-type relations, equations (7.23) and (7.24) 
hl -q3n+2+ q2n+4 2q2n+3+ q2n+2+ 2q2n+l _ 2q2n+ 
q5n+6_q4n+8_q4n+5+q4n+4_q4n+2+2q3n+8_3q3n+7_ 2q3n+6+ 10q3n+5 -6q3n+4_7 q3n+3+ 1Qq3n+2_q3n+I_4q3n+ 2q3n-l) j ( q-l )2 ( q+ 1) 
h_1 q5n+4 _ 2q4n+4+ 2q4n+3 q4n+2 _ 2q4n+l 
kl 2q!On+10+ ( -q12 qll- 6ql0+ 4qg+ 5q8- 5q7 _ 2q6)q9n+ (4ql2_ 6q10+ 6q9 4q7 + 8q6 2q3+ 2q2)q8n+ ( -ql3+ ql2_ + 
qlO_ qg+ 2q7 _ 5q6+ q5+ 4q4- 2q3 q2- q + 1 _ q-2)q7n j(q 1)2(q + 
ko q10n+12+ ( -2ql4_ 2q11+ 2ql0_ 2q8)q9n+ (q16+ 5ql4_ 6ql3_ 9ql2+ 28qll-7ql0_ 28q9+ 23q8+ 8q7 -13q6+ 2q5+ 2q4)q8n+ ( -4ql6+ 
4ql5 10ql4_ 22ql3- 2ql2+ 3Qq11- 20q10_ 6qg+ 20q8- 24q7 + 26q5-12q4 12q3+ 8q2+ 2q 2)q7n+ (ql7 _ 2ql6 4ql4_ q13 
5ql2 2q11+ 17q10_10q9-19q8+ 30q7 _ 5q6- 20q5+ 16q4 2q3+ q _ 7 6q-l+ q-2_ 3q-3 q-4)q6nj(q 1)4(q + 
k_1 + (4ql0 _ 4qg+ qs+ 7q7 _ 4q6- 2q5+ 3q4+ q3)q7n+ ( -2ql2+ 2q11+ 2q10 _ 6qg+ 4q5- 2q4- 6q3 4q _ 2q-1 )q6n+ 
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k1a(Abm-d + koa(A) + k_1a(Ab;:;:L1), 
where A E Bm (7.24) 
The method used in obtaining these relations is outlined in Section 7.2 with equa-
tion (7.23) used as an illustration. 
The {2}su( n )q knot polynomials are calculated in a similar manner to the {1 }su(n)q 
polynomials. The skein relation, equation (7.22), is used to reduce the knot poly-
nomial to a sum over simpler knot polynomials with the two skein-type relations, 
equations (7.23) and (7.24), being used when no other simplification is possible. 
The {2}su(n)q polynomial can be factored in a similar manner to the {1}su(n)q 
polynomials. For any braid A, it follows from the skein relation, equation (7.22), 
and the two skein-type relations, equations (7.23) and (7.24), that a(A) = 1 for 
q2n+4 = 1 or q2n-2 = 1. Thus any knot with polynomial a(A) has factors (qCn+2) -
q-(n+2))(qCn-1) - q-Cn-1)) for 1 - a(A). This provides a check on the calculation of 
the polynomials. 
Hou et al (1990a) show that the {2}su(2)q polynomial is equivalent to the poly-
nomial found from a three-state exactly solvable model in statistical mechanics and 
given by Akutsu and Wadati (1987b); Akutsu et al (1987). The knot polynomials 
calculated here for knots with braid index 2 or 3 were compared for n = 2 to those 
of Akutsu et al (1987). The values given by Akutsu et al for a(10100) and a(10112 ) 
have incorrect factors for 1- a(A). 
The {2}su(n)q polynomial distinguishes all of the pairs of knots of the {1}su(n)q 
polynomials for knots of ten or fewer crossings, both the five pairs for all n and the 
nine further pairs only for n = 2. However, the {2}su(n)q polynomial has four pairs 
for knots of ten or fewer crossings. They are: 31 and 77 , 76 and 1060 , 811 and 107 , 944 
and 1071 . 
The polynomial of a mirror image to a knot is obtained by substituting q-1 for 
q in the knot polynomial. Knots which are amphichiral have polynomials symmetric 
in q and q-1 . The {1}su(n)q polynomials for the knots 942 , 1048 , 10n, 1091 , 10104, 
and 10125 are symmetric in q and q-1, as shown in Table 7.4, but these knots are 
not amphichiral. The {2}su(n)q polynomial does correctly reflect the amphichiral-
ity /nonamphichirality of all the knots having ten or fewer crossings. 
Table 7.3 summarizes the differences between the {1 }su(n)q and {2}su(n)q poly-






Chapter 7. Knot polynomials based on representations of su( n )q 
Table 7.3: Summary of pairs and falsely amphichiral knots 
Knots with same polynomial Falsely amphichiral knots 
51-10132, 8a-10129, 816-10156, 1025~1056, 
104o-·10wa 
l02z-lOa5, 1041-1094, 104a-1091, 1059--
10w6, 106o-10s3, 10n~10104, 1073-10s6, 
lOa1-10109, 10137-10155 
942, l04s, 10n, lOgt, l0104, 
10125 
none 
Table 7.4: {1}su(n)q and {2}su(n)q polynomials. The table gives for each knot of 10 or less crossings its braid index (BI), braid word, reduced 
{1}su(n)q polynomial and reduced {2}su(n)q polynomiaL The notes column gives details of knots having the same {1}su(n)q polynomial or 
{2} su(n)q polynomial with first the other knot with the same polynomial being given. Other notes are knots that are amphichiral (A), and 
knots that are not amphichiral but falsely appear to be so from their {1}su(n)q polynomial (FA). The two knots whose {2} su(2)q polynomials 
are different to those given by Akutsu et al (1987) are identified with DADW. 
The notation for the braid words is the same as that of Jones (1987), that is in represents bf and?:" represents bin. The slashes indicate groups. 
For example, the braid word for the knot his b1b2" 1 b3b1b~b32b2 1 . 
The reduced {1}su(n)q polynomial ,B(A) ofthe knot A is tabulated below where ,B(A) = (qn+ 1 -q tRD)lq~)) 1 _q (n 1 l), where o:(A) is the {1}su(n)q 
polynomial for the knot A. The terms in brackets are coefficients of 1, q±2 , q±4 , ••• , the overlined terms being negative coefficients. For example, 
,B(h) = ( -2 + q2 + q-2) _ q2n. 
The reduced {2}su(n)q polynomials 1(A) are tabulated below where 1(A) = (qn+2 -q <R.;J)/q~))1 _q (n 1 )). The terms in brackets are coefficients 

































2 h {2}su(n)q 
3 A 










4 I05o, {2}su(n)q 




13 q2n(1) q2n+1(1)+q4n-1(1001)+q6n+5(1) 1:--:) 
12/12 (I) q-2n-3(I) + q-3(1 II 1) + q2n+3(I) ~ 
15 q2n(1) + q4n(O 1) q2n+1(1) + q4n-l(1 0 0 1) + q6n-3(1 0 0 1 0 0 1) + q8n-5(1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1) + qlOn+l (I 0 0 II 0 I) ...,_, 
Cr.l 
1222ji2 q2n(1) + q4n(1) q2n+1(1) + q4n-1(1 0 0 1) + q6n-1(11 I 0 1) + qBn+3(1 II 1) + ql0n+9(I) t:: 
,.---.._ 
I232ji23 (I)+ q2n(I) q-2n-3(I) + q-1(21 1) + q2n-3(1 0 2 0 1) + q4n+l(1 II 1) + q6n+7 (I) ;:3 
I2/I23 q2n(1 I) q2n-7(Iooiooi)+q4n-7(1 II30220I1)+q6n-l(I1120 1 I) ~ 
I22;I22 (I 1) q-2n-9 (I 112 o 1 I)+ q-9 (1 I o 4 22 4 o I 1) + q2n-3 (I 1 o 211 I) 









q2n(1) + q4n(l) + q6n(l) 
q2n(1) +q4n(o 1) + q6n (0 1) 
q2n(1) + q4n(2) + q6n(l) 
q2n(1) +q4n(O 1) + q6n(II) 
q2n(2 I)+ q4n(1) 
(21) + q2n(I) 
(I) + q2n (I) + q4n (I) 
q2n(1) + q4n(I 1 I) 
o 1) + q12n-9 (I o o 1 o o 1 o o 1 o o 1 o o I)+ q14n-3(I o o II o IIIII o I) 
q2n+1(1) + q4n-1 (1 0 0 1) + q6n-l(ll I 0 1) + q8n-l(11 0 I 0 1) + q10n+3 (1 0 2 0 1) + q12n+7 (1 I 
ll) + q14n+13(I) 
q2n+1(1) + q4n-l(l 0 0 1) + q6n-3(1 0 0 1 0 0 1) + qBn- 5 (1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1) + qlOn- 5(11 I 0 2 0 I 1 0 
o I)+ q12n-1 (1 II2 021 oil)+ q14n+S(Io oiioi) 
q2n+l(l) + q4n-1(1 0 0 1) + q6n-1(2 1 3 1 2) + qBn-1 (1 2 1 3 0 3) + qlOn+3(2 1 3 I 2) + q12n+7 (1 2 
21) + ql4n+l3(I) 
q2n+l(1) + q4n-1(1 0 0 1) + q6n-3(I 0 010 0 1) +qBn- 5 (1 0 010 010 0 1) + qlOn- 5(1120 32I2I 
II)+ q12n-1(I224 I43 o2I) + q14n+S(I1I2o 1 I) 
q2n-7(III211 I)+ q4n-7(I2I6245 o2I) + q6n-3(II4052 22) + q8n+3 (2 o 211) +q10n+9(I) 
q2n+1(1) + q4n-l(l 0 0 1) + q6n+S(I) 
q-2n-3(I) +q-1(211) + q2n-l(I20 1) + q4n-3(1 0 ITO 1) + q6n+1(1 0 20 1) + qBn+S(1 Ill)+ qlOn+ll (I) 
q2n+l(l) + q4n-1 (1 oo I)+ q6n-n (I o o I o o I o IIo o I)+ qsn- 11 (1 II3 o 221 I 1 o I2 o II)+ q10n-5 (II 
------------------------------------------------------------~1~2~0~2~I~I~l~-~1~0~1~IL_ ________________________________________________________ O) 
en 
~~~~======~~~~======~~~~~~~==~~~~~~========================================~ 
8s 5 A 




8s 4 10129, {1}su(n)q 
8g 3 A 
810 3 
8n 4 107, {2}su(n)q 




816 3 10156, 
817 3 A 























+ q4n(21 I) 
q2n(1 I)+ q4n(1 I) 
q2n(2 I 1) 
(I 1) + q2n(I 1) 
(21 I) 
q2n(3I1) 
q2n (2 I) + q4n (1 I) 
+ (3 1) + q2n (I} 
(21) + q2n(I 1) 
q2n(2 I)+ q4n(2 I) 





q2n(1) + q4n(o 1) + 
q6n(l 0 1) + 
q2"'(0 1) 
+ q4n(l I) 
+ q4n(o 1) + 
01)+q8n(0101) 
1201 I) 
q2n+1 (1) o o 1) + q6n- 11 (I oo 2I o 3TI2Io I)+ q8n-u (1 II 413 4 3 232 221 I 1) + 
1313222 
q2n-T (f 0 0 I 0 0 I) +q4n-S (2 0 3 222 HI)+ q6n-T (1 o3 25424 II 1) +q8n- 3 (12T 5 2440 21) + q10"+3(I1 
1201 I) 
112 o 2 I o 1 I o 1 I)+ q4n-ls(l I o 4 23 6 14 4 12 3 o I 1) + q6n-T (I 1 o 31 2 4 o 2 2 o 1 I) Q 
1201I) 2404IIl)+q2n-9 (10Z4262 +q4n-5(1 +q6n+1 (I1 [if 
"l::l 
""'" 
q- 2n-15 (I1 031240 2201 I) +q-15(1 Io33I7447I33 oil)+ 1022 0421301 I) ~ 
q2n-13(I 113 o 3 3 o 2 2I 1 I)+ q4n-13(1 I o 5 2410 2 6 8 3 3 41 I 1) 1 o 413 7I 3 3I 1 I) :"l 
q2_:_'- 7 (!11211 I)+q4n-S (306445I21)+q6n-T (1041 7'465021) + q8n-3 (12I 6154121) ~ '"M 
12011) b' 
q-en-1(I) + q- 4n-9 (113I 2) + q-zn-9(2 3 4 83 5o I)+ q-9(13110 9910 1 31) + q2n-5(I o 5 38 4 C 
32) + q4n+1(2I3I1) + q6n+1 (I) ; 
q- 2n-9 (I21412I)+q-7(2348I7221} 0344817221) 543602I)+q6n+l £. 
0211 I) 8 
q2n- 7(I1121 +q4n-5 (316536I21)+qsn-7 (10539858131) +q8"-3 (13T948713l)+q10n+3 (I2 c 
- - t:3 14121) ...... 
q2n+1 (1)+q4n-1 (1001)+ 001001)+ 001001001)+ 1S367063 ~ 
I2)+q12n-3 (127I1288ll +q14n+3(337 2 +q16n+9 (31Z22)+ (I) 
q2n-13 (I 2 2 516 51 s 3I 2 I)+ q4n-13(1 2I 75914 114 10 3 8 51 21) + 2 16 3 7 9I 7412 I) 
q-2n-l5 (I2 0 65 510 2 6S 0 2 I) +q-15 (12 0 6831711111738 6 0 21) + 0 S 6 2 10 5 56 0 
q-zn-l5(I3 o98 7153 9803 I)+ q-15(1309124261515 26412 9031) + q2n- 9 (I3 o 89 315 7 890 c 
q2n+1(1) + q4n-1 (1 0 0 1) + q6n-3 (l 0 0 1 0 0 1) + qBn-S(l 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1} + qlOn-T (1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1::! 
0 1) +qlZn-9 (1 00100100100100 1) + q14n-3(HII2J222I2H) +q16n+5 (11111111)+q18"+15 (I) ~ 
Io 1 oi) + q4n-5 (1 o 11 o 2 2 oo 1) +q6n+l(Ioiio oi) ~ 
q2n+1 (1) + q4n-1 (1 0 0 1) + q6n-s(I2 2 o 4 o 12) + I 14 3I 4 II 1) + q10n+3 (I 10 2'11 I) g; 
q2n+1(1) +q4"-1(100 1) +q6n-3(1 00100 1) + 0 0100100 1) qlOn- 7 (1 0 010010 010 ~ 
0 1) + q12n-9 (1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1) (1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1) + q16n-l 3 (1 0 0 1 0 0 !:;. 
1 o o 1 o o 1 oo 1 oo 1 o o 1) +q18n-7 (Io o oiiiiii2IIIIoi) a· 
qzn(1)+q4"(1) +q6"(1) + qzn+1(1) +q4n-1(1 oo1) + q6n-1(11 Io 1) +qsn-1(11oio 1) + (11 ooio 1) + q12"+3 (1 oii ~ 
q8n(1} 0 1} + q14n+T (1 0 2 0 1} + ql6n+l1(1 II 1) + q18n+17 (I) ~ 
+ q4n(o 1) + + 001)+ 001001)+q8n-s(1001001001)+ 
0 +q8n(101) 00100100100100 + 1I020I1100001001)+ II20211I 
=K=n=ot==B=I=N=o=te=s==========§B=rru=·d~w~or=-d~========~{~1}~s=u~(n~)~q~p=ol~yn=o=rru~·a=l====={~2~}s=u~(~n~)q~p~o~lyn~o=m~i~~====================================================~ 
94 4 12/12234/23 q2n(1)+q4n(Ol)+q6n(01)+ q2n+1(1) + q4n-1(1 0 0 1) + q6n-3(1 0 010 0 1) + qBn- 5(1 0 0 10 0 1 0 0 1) + q10n-5(111 0 2 0 110 
q8n(O 1) 0 ~)_+ ~Zn-5 (11 0 l12ll1 0 0 1) + q14n-1(1 0 212 2I1 I 0 1) + q16n+3(1 H2 0 210 l1) + q18n+9(I 0 ~ 
01101) J:j 
95 5 122324/l2324j234 q2n(1) +q4n(2) +q6n(2) + q2n+1(1) +q4n-1(1 00 1) +q6n-1(21312) +q8n-1(22l313) + q10n-1(12 21413) +q12n+3(2 214 ~ 
qBn(1) 0 3) + q14n+7(2 o4I2) + q16n+ll(1221) +q18n+17(I) '1:::1 
- 0 
96 3 1222/15 2 q2n(1) + q4n(O 1) + q2n+1(1)+q4n-1(1001)+q6n-3(1001001)+q8n-5(1001001001)+q10n-?(10010010010 ~ 
q6n(1 o 1) + q8n(l I 1) o 1) + q12n-9(1 o o 1 o o 1 o o 1 o o 1 o o 1) + q14n-9(112 o 3 22 2 o 21 II 1 II 1) + q16n- 5 (1 22 415 3 2 4 5 
1 1 3 2 o 2 1) + q18n+ 1 (I 1 1 2 o 2 I I 1 I o 1 I) i:l 
97 4 13232 /l233 q2n(1)+q4n(01)+q6n(l1)+ q2n+1(1) + q4n-1(1 0 0 1) + q6n-3 (1 0 010 0 1) + q8n- 5 (1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1) + q10n- 5 (112 0 3 212 l ~· 
q8n(T 1) ll) + q12n-5 (11 I2 23 313 H 1) + q14n-1(1 14 3 4 6T 4 2T 1) + q16n+3(1 2T 5 24 4 0 21) + q18n+9(I 1 (i:i' 
1201l) 0"" 
98 5 1234/1
234/2342 (1 l) + q2n(2 I)+ q4n(1) q-2n-ll(T 112 0 1 l) + q- 11 (1 215 24 4 0 21) + q2n-9(1 13 4 3 50 4 2I 1) + q4n-7(1 23 52 50 2 ~ 
II)+ q6n-3 (H 41412 I)+ q8n+3(2 o 211) + q10n+9(I) a.. 
9g 3 132/1422 q2n(1) + q4n(O 1) + q2n+1(1)+q4n-1(1001)+q6n-3(1001001)+q8n-5(1001001001)+q10n-7(10010010010 O 
q6n(1 0 1) +q8n(2 I1) 0 1) +q12n-9(100 100100100100 1) +q14n-9(11204224T23I22 Ol1) +q16n- 5 (1225I7527 ! 
3 2 52 1 21) + q18n+1(l 113 0 3 312 211 l) ~'>.) 
9w 4 l2j12233j232 q2n(1)+q4n(01)+q6n(I2)+ q2n+1(1) + q4n-1(1 0 0 1) + q6n-3(1 0 0 1 0 0 1) + q8n- 5 (1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1) + q10n- 5 (2 1 4 2 54 l 4 2 ~ 
q8n(0 1) 02) +q12n-5(121519557T23) +q14n-1(21407254022) +q16n+3(1223 041 021) +q18n+9(IO ~ 
oiioi) ~ 
9n 4 l23/23/l234 q2n(1)+q4n(l2l)+q6n(01) q2n+1(1) + q4n-1 (1 0 0 1)+ q6n-ll (l11212 l 01 lll l) + q8n-ll(12I 6 25 6 2 5 313 4 0 21)+ q10n- 7 (IT ~ 
4 o 6 3 5 513 312 2) + q12n-1(2 o 2 22 2 o 1 I 11) + q14n+5(I o o II o I) ~ 
912 5 12342 jl22334 q2n(2 l) +q4n(2 l) +q6n(1) q2n-7 (l11211 l) +q4n-5(215435I21) + q6n-7 (1 145 7837121) + q8n-1 (3 2 8 76 8 031) +q10n+1 (l 0 
4 25 3 2 2) + q12n+7 (2 0 211) + q14n+13 (I) 
913 4 1223/232 jl23 q2n(1)+q4n(01)+q6n(T2)+ q2n+1(1) + q4n-1(1 0 0 1) + q6n-3 (1 0 0 10 0 1) + q8n-5(1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1) + q10n- 5 (2 14 2 5 414 2 
qBn(T 1) 0 2) + q12n-5(12 053 8 637223) + q14n-1(2 0 628 H 623 2) + q16n+3(132 6 26 4 0 31) + q18n+9(T 1 
12 o 1 I) 
914 5 123/234/122342 /23 (21) + q2n(21) + q4n(T) q-2n-9(T21412 l)+q-7 (l 3 280 7221) +q2n-9(1 I2 6 0 1138321)+q4n-3(2 3 310 l9 231)+ q6n-1(l1 
3 53 5 12) + q8n+5(2 12 21) + q10n+ll(T) 
915 5 1234/12342/3 q2n(2l)+q4n(3 l)+ q6n(1) q2n-7 (l 11 21 1 l) + q4n-5(2 2 5 52 6 l21) + q6n-7 (1 15 7 8 13 210 2 31) + qBn- 1 (4 3 11 IT 8 12 0 
41) + q10n+1(l 16 37 53 2) + q12n+7 (2 1311) + q14n+13(I) 
916 3 122j1324 q2n(1) + q4n(0 1) + q2n+1(1)+q4n-1(1001)+q6n-3(1001001)+q8n-5(1001001001)+q10n-7(10010010010 
q6n(1 0 1) + qBn(2 21) 0 1) + q12n-9(1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 10 0 1 0 0 1) + q14n-9(113 0 5 53 6 45 5 34 2 121) + q16n-5 (133 8 2IT 10 
412 7 58 4 2 31) + q18n+l(T 2 2 516 52 5 312 l) 
917 4 1323/123/123 (0 I)+ q2n(2 21) q-2n-11 (I o o II o I)+ q- 13 (12 214 o 3 2 o I 2) + q2n- 13 (214 45 6 2 6113 2 o I)+ q4n- 13 (1 2I 739 8 
59 2 3 53 1 21) + q6n-7 (I 2 15 2 5 514 3 o 2 I) 
918 4 122/}2232 j223 q2n(1)+q4n(01)+q6n(22)+ q2n+1(1) + q4n-1(1 0 0 1) + q6n-3(1 0 0 1 0 0 1) + qBn- 5(1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1) + qlOn- 5(2 15 3 6 7 0 ~ 3 
qBn(T 1) l 2) + q12n-5 (12 0 731110 51134 3) + q14n-1 (2 0 721187 9 I4 2) + q16n+3(1327275131) +q18n+9(11 
1201l) Ol 
-.,J 



















~·-- .. -·- {1}su(n)9 polynomial {2}su(n)9 polynomial &5 Braid wnrrl 



















q2n(3I) +q4n(3 I) +q6n(1) 
(0 l) + q2n(3 21) 
q2n(1)+q4n(01)+q6n(22)+ 
q8n(21) 
(3 2 I)+ q2n(o 1) 
q2n(2 I)+ q4n (3 2) + q6n (1) 
q2n(3 21) + q4n(1 I) 
(3 2 I)+ q2n(I 1) 
q2n( 4 21) + q4n(1 I) 
(1I)+q2n(421) 
(4 2 I)+ qzn(I 1) 
q2n( 4 21) + q4n(2 I) 
q2n(4 31) + q4n(1 I) 
(4 3 I)+ q2n(I 1) 
(53 I)+ q2n(21) 
q2n(1) + q4n(2) + q6n(3) + 
qBn(1) 
q2n(1)+q4n(22I)+q6n(01) 
11 I31) + q4n-5 (13 0 9 68 8131) + q6n+1(I 2 141 2 I) 
q2n+1(1) +q4n-1 (1 00 1) +q6n-ll (I113133 0 2 2 01 I)+ q8n-l1(12I73710 1972 64121) +q10n-7 (II 
5I9 6 61016 60 3 2) + q12n-1(2 I443 513 20 1) + q14n+S(I 112 01 I) 
q2n-7(I2142 2I) +q4n-5(3389410I31) +q6n-7 (1 I671214 7!3 041) + qBn- 1(431310 1112 2 
41) + q10n+1(I 16 38 4 3 2) + q12n+7 (2 I311) + q14n+13(I) 
q- 2n-11 (I o o II o I)+ q-13(12 2 o 5o 23 o 12) + q2n-13 (214 66 8183 o 52 o I)+ q4n-13(12I 8 311 
12 713 56 73 2 21) + q6n-7(I2162 772 63I2 I) 0 
q2n+l(1) + q4n-l(1 0 0 1) + q6n-3 (1 0 0 1 0 0 1) + qBn-5 (1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1) + qlOn- 5(2 1 53 6 7 0 6 3 g;" 
I2) +q12n-5(12 175912311443) +q14n-1 (21951214512352) +q16n+3(14IU599141) +q18n+9(I2 ~ 
1412I) f!l 
q- 2n-15 (I2 o5s 393 s5o 2I) +q-15(1215921515518677021) +q2n-11 (II343961o 11 o92 ""'~ 
2 2) + q4n-5(2 o o 4 o Is 2 211) + q6n+1 (Io ITo o I) · 
q2n-7(Il1211 I) +q4n-7(I335726221) +q6n-7(2281110 18I135S2) +qBn-5(11851716918 ~ 
263) +q10n+l(3I9511 735) +q12n+7 (3 032 2) + q14n+13(I) 2 
q2n-13(I2152 5 50 430 2 I)+ q4n-13(1216 941761213 I7 6 0 21) + q6n- 9 (I 0 4 6613 I15 8 4 82 .; 
2 2) + qBn-3(2 23717 43 311) + q10n+3(I 11201 I) o 
q- 2n-15(I2 0 55 393 5 50 2I) +q-15(12149413173187770 21) + q2n- 11 (I 0 3 611112715 293 ~ 
22) + q4n-5(2 '2174581411) + q6n+1(l1 0 211 I) 2 
q2n-13(I 2163 6 8164I2 I)+ q4n-13(121810 523 815 20 010 7121) + q6n- 9 (II 4 6914 0 219 7111 !:J 
3 2) + qsn-3(2 I2 717 4 4 3 o 1) + q10n+3(I 1 o 211 I) ~ 
q-2n- 11 (I112 o 1 I)+ q-13(12 4I 9 367 o 32) + q2n-13 (215 7913 215 55 811 I)+ q4n- 13(12I 9 3 Cr.J 
14151217 41172 321) + q6n-7(I2172 99473'22I) g' 
q-2n-15(I2I67 3134 660 2I) + q-15 (122 511619 22 524 888 o 21) + q2n- 11 (I o 3 8I14131317I gs 
113 2 2) + q4n-5(2 2I 8 36 8 2 411) + q6n+1(I 1 o 211 I) o.. 
q2n-13(I216368164I2I) +q4n-13(121711323111421 Ilo 7121) + q6n-9 (fo 5862052115 6 § 
12 2 32) + qBn-3(23411 I13 7 550 1) + q10n+3 (I21412I) '"1 
- (D 
q2n-n(1 o 2 o 3 I2 2 o I 1) + q4n-9 (1 I2 o 2 13I 1) + q6n-7 (1 o 3 2 3 II o o 1) + q8n-3 (1 2I 4 I 3 2 o '\::; 
I 1) + q10n+3 (I 112 o 1 I) ffi 
q-2n-15(I3I81141779903I) +q-15 (132 7176 2631833121311 o31) + q2n- 11 (Io 583211318 § 
24 315 44 2) + q4n-5(2 228 388 3 50 1) + q6n+1(I1 0 211 I) £'" 
q-2n-15(I328143 21910 1003I) +q-15 (133 6 2012 29 427 40151412 031) + q2n-ll(I1513 0 29 ~. 
23 23 33 2 18 54 2) + q4n-5(2 4314 51512 57 0 1) + q6n+l(I 2 1412 I) § 
q2n+1(1) + q4n-1(1 0 0 1) + q6n-1(2 131 2) + q8n-1(3 2 33 2 3) + q10n-1(1 3 3 36 3 4) + q12n+3 (3 4 I6 l:.r:J 
15) + q14n+7(3 o62 3) + q16n+n(1 33 1) + q1sn+17(I) 2, 
q2n+1(1) + q4n-1 (1 0 0 1) +q6n-ll (I11313 30 2 2 01 I)+ q8n-l1(12T7279 3 8 6 3 5 4121) + q10n- 7 (II ~ 









94z 4 FA, 
943 4 











106 4 ' 



















q2n(3 l) + q4n( 4 2) + q6n (1) 
q2"(5 41) + q4"(2 I) 
(21) + q2"(3 2) + q4"'(l) 
(O T) 
{I)+ q2n(T 1) 
q2"(1) + q4"'(2 I)+ q6"(1) 
q2n (T) + q4n (l) 
q2"'(2Zl) +q4n(T) 
(I) + q2n (T) + 
q6"(l) 
+ 
q2"(1) + q4"(0 1) + 
q6"(1 I 1 T) 
q-2n(T) + (2) + q2n(2) + 
q4n(J) 
q-zn(l I)+ (o I)+ q2"'(0 I) 
+ ll) 
qz"(1) + q4"(T 1 I) + 
q6"(I 1 I) 
q2n(2l)+q4"'(2I)+q6n(ll) 
16 711 
3ol0 2 1)+ 214121) ~ 
0 0 1) + q6"-3 (1 0 0 1 0 0 1) + 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1} + 0 8 8 8 14 2 10 6 5 
4 0149 2123723776) +q14"-1 (3 0 2 23171719I10 3) + 5314 Zl4 94 .,..._ 
51)+ q18"+9 (I 22 4 o 2 I) 'g 
q2"-7(I2142 2I) +q4"-7 (I36 712211231) +q6n-7(231115152742o552) + 11062521 ¢f 
17 24 0 8 3) + qlOn+l (Sl 12 416 8 6 5) + q12n+7 (3 0 412) + q14"+13 (I) 5 
q2n-13(I 4 o 1410 13 22 115 10 2 4 I)+ q4n-13 (14 2 15 24 IT 52 22 39 45 o 25 13 2 41) + q6n- 9 (I o 9 9 20 t3 
34 9 4718 24 23 0 7 2) + q8n-3 (2 3611 5 16 2 10 421) + q10n+Z(I 2 141 2 I) ~· 
.._ 
q-Zn-9(I 21412 I) +q-9(I 0 5 I93 7321) + q2n-9(2 3314 419111182 2) + 0 6 9 7 212 18 6 Cr.l 
53)+ q6n-l(Sl 710 710 IS) +q8n+5(3IS32) +q10n+11 (I) 0" 
q-2"-11(Iooiioi)+ 001100001)+ 012I)+q4"+3 (10I) ~ 
+q4n-l + 
113 0 0 I 0 I)+ q12"'+3(1 0 0 10 0 11} + 
q-2"-3(I)+ 10I01)+q2"-7 (II324212)+ II33o4IIl)+ 10211I) 
q2"+1(1)+q4n-l (100l)+q6"-5 (IT40S222)+q8n-l (I43'f162Tl)+q10n+l (I1353402)+q12n+7 (2I 
2 2 1) + q14n+13(l) 
qzn-3(III) + q4n-3(1 + q6n+1(1 o I 1 1) + qBn+S(l II 1) + qlOn+n (I) 
q2"-13 (I2 240322'2202I) +q4"-13(12T 6386491244021) +q6n-7 (I13S3103'f5 0 Ill)+ q8"+1(2 3 
os3221) +q1o"+7(Il II) 
q2"-7(f2142 2 I)+ q4"'- 7 (130 9 669 0 31) + 0 9 29 6 4 3) + q8n+3(5 0 62 3) + qlOn+9 (3I) 
q2n+1(1)+q4"-1(101) +q6"-3 (1001001)+ 001001001) alOn-S(214254l42 
0 2) + q12n-3(13 4210 7 0 3 3) 
q-2n-3(T) + q-3(121 1) + q2n-3(T 2 0 21) + + 
2828 60 3S12l) + q10"'-1(1 122 220 0 Il) + q12n+S(1204 2TI) + 
q2"+1(1)+ 001)+q6"-3(100100 + 001001001)+ oiooToiioT 
2oiTooi)+ IT30221l1002 Ol20l1)+q14"-9 (Ill 02 10ooioiTOII) 
q-6n-7 (I)+ + q-2n-3(3211) + q-7 (11 0 5331) + q2n-5 (13 T6T 31) + q4"-3 (11143 
31) + q6"+1(112311) + q8"+5(1 I2) + qlOn+ll(T) 
q-6n.-n(I10211 +q-4"-9 (Too2122I +q-z"-7(TTTo1o2o1)+ (1oooiTo1oT 
o 1) +q2"'-7(1 0T1 120 1) + q4n-3(1 To 1 o 2TT1) + q6n+3 (To ITo o 
q2n+l(1) +q4n-1(100 1) +q6n-17 (I11202l0 101 Ol11 To 1 T) + a8"-17(1 T04236143 2I20T 4 
D230ll)+ 103124I222120120II) 
q2n+1 (1) o o 1) + q6n-11(I oo I o o To II o + q8"-9 (2 03 22 3 
3254361 TI1)+q12"'-7 (12T5 52521 o21)+q14"'- 1 (T11202IIII01T) 
(1 0 















0 1 2 1 1 0 1} + q6"-13 (1 0 1 2 
Knot BI Notes Braid ·-·~--1 
15 23:./123 lOs 4 
lOg 3 
l01o 5 I234/1223j2324j32 
lOu 5 I 22334jl2342 
1012 4 I 2232/I243 
1014. 4 T232ji243j2 
1013 6 1223452 /4/345/1223 
1015 4 1234/2 /[223 
1016 5 1234/122342/32 
l017 3 A 142jlz4 
1018 5 1223242/1'34/23 
1019 4 
1020 5 T23342 /34/I23 
1021 4 T232/I23f24 
10zz 4 lOas, {1 }su(2)q 
lOz3 4 232 ji22jiz33 
lOu 5 I23/22j12234j34 
lOzs 4 10s6, {1}su(n)q I232/I233f22 
21 T) 
01)+ 12212"0100 10l)+q10"-5 (Ill202II1T01I) 
q2n-19(I 1 o3124I2 211201201 I)+ q4n-19(1 To 3 3I 735 816 513 4 Ha o I1) + q6"-13(I 1 o2 2 
142350330l201l) 
(21) + q2"(21) + 1) q-2"-9 (I21412I)+q-7 (I32S07221)+q2"-7 (Io5I937321)+q4"-9 (1 02151837321) 
35 2 91 7321) + q-f!n-1(120 5 436 0 21) + q10"+5 (I1 0 2111) 
(Ol) + 2) + q4"(1 I) q-2"-11 (I o o ITo I)+ q-9(2 o 2 221 II 1) + q2"-n (114 o 6 33 3 I21 1) + q4"-9(1 3 6413 III 12 5 
q2n(2 T 1) + q4n(z T 1) 
21) + qfin- 7 (114391103440 1) + qSn-3(1225 05212) +q10n+3 (I1120 1 l) 0 
q2n- 13(I 112 o 2 I o 1 I o 1 + q4"-11 (I 2 2 5o 7 II 3 II 1) + q6"-13 (1 o 2 4 3 8 21174 9 22 4 I g; 
l1)+qs"-9 (12055410 054021)+ 10Sl2402Z01l) ~ 
q2n(l) + q4n(I 2 I) 
q6n(22I) 
+ q2"+1(1) + q4"-1(1 0 0 1) +q6"-11 (I11212 I 01 I 11 l) + q8"-9 (S1664 9165135 121) + (1 0 g; 
q-Zn(T) + (41) + q2n (S1) + 
q4n(T) 
(Ill)+ I1) 
5310 10S16I128076031) +q12"-7(13I10Sl214415 7 495231) +q14"-1(I21S2 2I) ""! 
q-lon-ll(I) + q-sn-13(11312) + 58551 I)+ 411491510 53)+ (14 . 
T1642261242'1)+q-9 (14I16 +q2n-5 (fO 25 +q4"+1(2I40l)+q6"+7(f) ~ 
q-2n-17(I 1120 2TI1 I 01 I)+ q-17(1215 255 2 52133 0 21) + q2"-15 (1 I25 2 72 732 4 2132 S 
o 1) +q4"-13(1 II 40 53430 2 I 11 I)+ q6"-7 (Tl o 312 4o 2 2 o 1 I) ; 
(1 T) +qz"(22) + q4"(1 T) q-zn-n(Iu2o 1 T) +q-9(30 5444 121) + 1528183230 + 36513 212444 o 
11) +qfin- 7 (1143929'2430 1) + q8"-3 (1 505212) +q10"+3(T 11 01 I) <;: 
(22I1) q-zn- 21 (I 1 o221423 5033 o 1201 T) + q-21 (1 To32 05 4110 5510145 o 23 o I 1) + o 2 S 
1033o5324122o1n 8 
(1 I)+ q2"(3 2) + q4"(2 I) q-zn-u(I u2o 1 I)+ q-9(315 535121) + q2n-u 160 u5872 4o 1) + q4"-9 (13 8519 21s1o 6 7 ~ 
0 1) +q6"- 7 (116S140 15 5 7Sll} + q8"-3(1S29 32) + q!On+3(I21412I) ()) 
q-2n-11(I 1120 2 TTl To 1 I)+ q-17(12 o 6 357 2 6313 4 o 21)+ q2"-15 (r22YI 10 5 78I 4 4 2 3 so g" 
1)+q4"-13(I227T1067S044222)+ 21S255I43ozi) ~ (1Il)+q2n(221) 
q2"'(1l)+q4n(1I)+q6"(1I) q2"-7(Tooiooi)+q4n-5(203222Tll)+q6n-5 (I223423Tll)+q8n-7 (1 02041403II 1) +q10n-3(1 I 0.. 
343604 2I1) +q12n+1(12I5244 0 21) +q14n+1(I1120 11) § 
q2"(1) + 
q6n(I 1 I) 
2 T) + +q4"-1(1 00 1) +q6"'- 11 (I11212I01 Ill I) +q8n-9(30 6457163034 121) + qlOn-ll(l 0 ~ 
so 243 021) + q12n-7(1 H6T65 4 51233121) + q14n-1(I11 2o 2 II 1 Io 1 I) ~ 
(21 T) + q2n(21 I) o 312 4 o 2 2 o 1 + q-13(1 1 o 4 3 3 8 o 6 42 3 II 1) + q2"-15 (1 o 2 316 74 12 4 9 72 5 II ffi 
1) + q4n-n(1204508831o o21) + q6n-s(Il 022 o4213o 1 I) § 
qzn-13(I2152 55 o 4 3 o 2 I)+ q4n- 11 (23 5ll218 8111426 6 121) + o 34 6 IT419 51513 2 £' 
85 021) +q8n-9(120656120II8364121) +q10"-3(I1 OS1240 2 20 l __ __ g. 
q2n(2l)+q4"(32)+q6"(1I) q2n-7(I112'11 I) +q4.n-7(I33 5726221) +q6n-7(1S7ll818ll2 532) + q8"-7 (113 71012195 t:! 
16 45 3) + qlon-3(2 I7 6 12 12 712 + q12n+l(I3I 8 37 6 1S1) + q14n+7 (I 11 2 o 1 T) ()) 
+ 2 I) + q2n+l(1}+q4n-l(lOOl)+q6n-11 131330220 78613410101'f502!)+q~On-~1 (1~ S., 
I) 53I212ll222181431262Sl)+q12n-r(13Iu 19 521 ;.18124331) + q14n-1(1216368 064 
g2n(3 21) + q4"(2 l 1) 
=K=n=ot~B~I=N=o=te=s==========B==r&=-d~w=or=d==~========{~l}=s~u=(n~)=9 ~p=ol~yn=o~m=i=a=l====={~2~}s=u~(n=)~9~p=o~lyn~om~iru====~===============================================~ 







l033 5 A 
1034 5 
l035 6 l022, {1 }su(2)q 
1036 5 
1037 5 A 
1038 5 
1039 4 
l04o 4 10103, {1}su(n)q 
l041 5 1094, {l}su(2)q 
1042 5 
87021) + q4n-11 (120 55In8613275121) + q6n-5 (Il 022 0421301 I) ~ 
234/I2ji223 q2n(3 21) +q4n(3 21) q2n-13(I21525504302I) +q4n-11 (24413 21813816567I21) +q6n- 13 (1 o46 719 227191424 ~ 
511 9 0 31) + qBn-9(13 0 9 118 24 8 20 20 213 7 2 31) + q10n-3(I 2 0 55 3 9 3 55 0 2 I) c:-t-















33) + q6n-5(2I47 312 310432) + qsn-1(130 5637I31) +q10n+S(Il 0211 I) ~ 
(O I)+ q2n(3 31) + q4n(l I) q-2n-u (I o o II o I)+ q-13(113 o 4 23 2 II 2) + q2n-13 (2 3 410 213 58724 4 o I)+ q4n- 13(1311112 ~ 
q2n(3I)+q4n( 42)+q6n(2I) 
q-2n(Il) + (3 2) + q2n(21) 
(3 2 I) + q2n (2 2 I) 
q-2n(21) + (4 2) + q2n(21) 




q-2n(I 1) + (3 2) + q2n(I 1) 
q2n(2I)+q4n(32)+q6n(2I) 
q2n(!) + q4n(2 2 I) + 
q6n(22 I) 
q2n(4 21) + q4n(3 21) 
(1 I)+ q2n( 431)+ q4n(l I) 
q-2n(21)+(53I) +q2n (I1) 
12 25 0 2214 412 7 2 31) + q6n-9 (I 0 6 51115 619 5 910 14 2) + qBn-3 (2 24 6 2 7 2 3 3 0 1) + qlOn+3(I 11 t3 
2 o 1 I) ~­
q2n-7 (I 214 2 2 I)+ q4n-7 (I3 6 712 211231) + q6n-7 (148161126 219 55 2) + qBn- 7 (11581615 28 CiJ 
7 23 47 3) + q1on-3(2 291116 2110 18 I6 2) + q12n+1 (14 o 12 7TI 10 2 41) + q14n+7 (I 2 1 41 2 I) g-
q-6n-13(I1120 1 I) +q-4n-u(224525I21) +q-2n-13(1 056912411 o411) + q- 11 (11851718 ~ 
12 20 1821) +q2n-9 (1 063131212144 70 1) + q4n-5(13I949733) + q6n+1(I21412I) Q.. 
q- 2n-15(I20553935502I) +q-13(231109 9 203171158I2l) +q2n-l5(1 0453141112 25 3 22 § 
1481oi31) +q4n-11 (I3o 7901515 6206118131) + q6n-5(I2 034 I55 2512I) ,-...., 
t-.:l 
'-v--' q-Sn-13(I21412 I)+ q-4n-l1(3 4 711410 I31) + q-2n-l3(1 0 7715181217 3 7 0 1) + q- 11 (1110 5 
24212124510 11) +q2n-9 (1 07317121815 770 1) + q4n-5(13I 104ll743) + q6n+l(I21412I) 0 
q-2n-9(I112 o 1 I)+ q-7 (I2 24 04 III)+ q2n-3(2 o4 242Il) + q4n-9(1 o I 2 2 223 3 2I1) + q6n- 5 (1 I ~ 
2 40 63 4 3I1) + qBn- 1(120 442 5 121) + q10n+S(I 10 '211 I) ,::: 
q-6n-7(I) +q-4n-9(113I2) +q-2n-9 (I3 2825 OI) + q-9(II6314311 131) + q2n-9(123ll319 2: 
0 13 231) + q4n-3(3 4 814 713 0 41) + q6n-1(I 15 47 53 2) + qBn+5(2 I311) + q10n+l1(I) "> 
q2n-7 (I 11211 I)+ q4n-5 (2 2 5 52 6 I21) + q6n-5 (23 7 5 12 I 9 231) + q8n-7 (1 o 4I 10 4 14 In 2 
31) + q10n-3(I259 7153H231) +q12n+1(130 9688131) + q14n+7(I21412I) 
q-Sn-13 (1112 0 1 I)+ q-4n-ll (2 2 4 52 5 I21) + q-2n- 13 (l 0 6 510 12 5ll 0 41 1) + q-ll(12 8 21914 
1419 2 821) + q2n-9(1140 1151210 5 60 1) + q4n-5 (l2I 5 25 4 2 2) + q6n+1(I 1 o '211 I) 
q2n-7(Il1211 I)+q4n-7(I3357262'21) +q6n-7(13611 7170 12532) +q8n-7(114513820ll6 
55 3) + q10n-3(2 2810 1119 415 35 2) + q12n+1(14 0 117910 141) + q14n+7 (I 2 141 2 I) 
q2n+1(1) + q4n-1 (1 00 1)+ q6n-ll (I1131330220 1 I) +qBn-9 (31 77613210 9 0 65 0 21) + qlDn-ll (1 0 
53111011182179495131) +q12n-7(13I10513146166694231) +q14n-1(I2152 55I43o2I) 
qzn-13(I216368164I2I) +q4n-u(24 515 22417ll23598 0'21) +q6n-13(1 o46 8 200321921 
28'2149131) + qBn-9(130 911925723 204146 231) + q10n-3(I2 055 393550 2I) 
q-2n-11 (II12 o 1 I)+ q-13(115 o 9 56713 2)+ q2n-13 (2 3 512 520 417ll3 8 31 I)+ q4n- 13 (13112 ~3 
1630430141014 5 331) + q6n-9 (IO 661317 9 23 41210 0 4 2) + qBn-3 (2 247 3 82 430 1) + q1Dn+3(11 
12 o 1 I) 
q-6n-13(I21412 I)+ q-4n-15 (1 06510 14413342) + q- 2n-l5 (2 43177272616 28 212 51 I) +q-15 (~ 3 
21019 3412433384218331) +q2n-ll (Io586227261910 15142) + q4n-5(2228 287 440 1) +q6n+1(11 
o 211 I) 
---:) 
,_.. 
Knot BI Notes Braid word {1}su(n)9 polynomial {2}su(n)9 polynomial j 
l043 5 to91 , {1 }su(2)q 
1044 5 
l04s 5 A 
1046 3 
1047 3 








10s6 4 l02s, {l}su(n)q 
lOs7 4 
lOss 6 



















(1 l) + q2n(5 31) + q4n(2 I) 
q-2n(21)+(63 I)+q2n(21) 
q2n(l) + q4n(o 1) + 
q6n(121 I) 
q2n(l) + q4n(I 3 I 1) 
(2 3 I 1) 
qzn(l) + q4n(o 1) + 
q6n(l 0 1) + q8n(3 2 2) + 
qlOn(o I) 
q2n(l) + q4n(2 2 I) + 
q6n(21 I) 
q2n(4 21) + q4n(3 I 1) 
(2Il)+q2n(321) 
q2n (1 )+q4n (01 )+q6n (33)+ 
q8n(32) +q10n(I) 
(2Il)+q2n(2Il) 
q2n(l)+q4n (01)+q6n (22)+ 
q8n(3 2) + q10n(I) 
q2n(l) + q4n(2 2 l) + 
q6n(3 2 I) 
q2n ( 4 2 1) + q4 n ( 4 2 1) 
q-2n(I)+ (41)+ q2n (42) + 
q4n(I) 
17l33 22 22 33 l17 9 2 31) + q2n-ll (l 0 5 '7519 7 2018 714 2 4 2) + q4n-5 (2 22727 6 3 4 0 1) + q6n+1 (l 1 
0211 I) 
q- 2n-ll(l1120 1 l) +q-13(11519658132) + q2n- 13 (23 514323101716 21031 l) + q4n-13 (13 
1131616 39 237 241219 54 31) + q6n-9 (TO 7814 25 7 32101714 I 52)+ qBn-3(2 35ll214 4 74 
I 1) + q10n+3(I 2 1412 I) 
q-6n-13(l21412 l) +q-4n-15 (106610 16414342) +q-2n-1S(24218112834163231351 l) + q- 1S(l3 
3 9 23 3 48 36 36 48 3 23 9 331) + q2n-ll(ll51333216 34 28lll8 2 42) + q4n-S(2 431441610 66 Q 
Ol)+q6n+1(I21412l) ~ 
q2n+1(1) + q4n-1(1 0 0 1) + q6n-3(1 0 0 10 0 1) + q8n-S(l 0 01 0 0 1 0 0 1) + q10n-lS (l 0 0 210 322332 .g 
4222Io I)+ q12n-1s(l II 41344 I3 4143 o 3 2I21 Il) + q14n-9(I 11313 231 o 2o II1 II1 I) &" 
q2n+1(1) +q4n-1(1 oo 1) +q6n-17(I113033I2II120 1211 I)+ q8n- 17 (1 Io 52410367725 51 ""'~ 
73241 ll) + q10n-11 (ll 04137334614213ll l) . 
q-2n-21 (Il 133 o8349I 4601301 I)+ q-21 (1 1143210 6o 195618 o 59 o 2 4 o I!)+ q2n-ls(Il I ~ 
3217409337123011) ~ 
q2n+1(1) + q4n-1 (1 0 0 1) + q6n-3(1 0 0 1 0 0 1) + q8n-S(l 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1) + qlOn-7 (1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 """" 
0 1) +q12n-9(1 0010 010 0100100 1) +q14n-9(2153 7'8210447325212) + q16n-7(12 711491418 5 
117ll2ll8 0 53)+ q18n-1(337313 6 6140490 25) + q20n+5(312 4 5I2 40 2 2) + q22n+l1(Io oiio I) ~ 
q2n+1(1) + q4n-1(1 0 0 1) + q6n-ll(l11313 3 0 2 201 l) + qBn- 9(3 0 6 679 I9 6 0 6 4 0 21) + q10n-ll (1 0 5 
42 961012 41244 73121) +q12n-7(12I7I98 793 652 221) + q14n-1(I 11313 222II1 1) ~ 
q2n-13(I2163 68164121) +q4n-11 (23513l221313 20397021) + q6n-13 (1 o35 714 2271019 (;;· 
21 3 ll 6 1 21) + q8n-9 (1 2 0 7 6 818 I 18 13 6 9 4 2 21) + q10n-3 (I 1 0 41 3 7 I 3 3 I 1 I) til 
q-2n-17(11130 3 312 211 l) + q-17(12 0 74712 210 8 3 6 4121) + q2n-1S(l22 8 Il3 81113 010 6 0 g" 
52 o 1) + q4n-13(1 22 8 I 13 8 10 12 I 7 5o 2 2) + q6n-7 (I 2 16 2 772 6 3I 2 I) ~ 
q2n+1(1) + q4n-1(1 0 0 1) + q6n-3(1 0 010 0 1) + qBn-S(l 0 010 010 0 1) + q10n-S(3 0 8 8 814 210 6 C.. 
l3) + q12n-S(2 4 4121515 26 l 22 96 6) + q14n-3(15 517172132 6 26 89 5) + q16n+1 (1 l 13 5 22 2116 g 
22 210 3) + q18n+7(3 0 114118 4 5) + q20n+13(3 0 3 2 2) + q22n+19(T) '"1 
q-2n-17(I1130 3312211 I)+ q-17(1216278 385 3 53121) + q2n-1s(l 125 3 81ll448 II 4 Io {g 
1) + q4n-13(1 II 4 o 52 4 221 o o o I)+ q6n-7 (I 1 o 31 2 4 o 2 2 o 1 I) ~ 
- - - Cf.l q2n+1(1) + q4n-1(1 0 0 1) + q6n-3(1 0 0 1 0 0 1) + q8n-S(1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1) + q10n-S(2 1 53 6 7 0 6 3 ro 
l2) + q12n-S(2 2459 513110533) +q14n-3(!3610 16 8 24315843) + q16n+1(1 IlO 716 208194 ~ 
7 3) + q18n+7 (3 0 10 510 8 3 5) + q20n+13(3 0 3 2 2) + q22n+19(I) ~­
q2n+l(l) +q4n-1(1 00l)+q6n-ll(Il131330220 1 l) +qBn-9(316S512499I65 02U +q~On-~~(1 ~ 0 
5412131023318142ll6131) +q12n-7(13Tll61619 72210 9124331) + q14n-1(1216 2 77263 ~ 
l2l) ~ 
q2n-13(l2163 68164l2l) + q4n-11 (2 4415 4 22199236980 21) + q6n-l3(1 0 47 8 23 5 36 2718 34 Cf.l 
515 10 131) + qBn-9(13 0 10 13 10 32 IT 29 27 5 17 7 3 31) + q10n-3(l2 0 6 6 4 13 3 7 612 l) ;:.__ 
q-6n-7(I) + q-4n-9(1 0 412) + q-2n-7(6112 0 70 l) + q-9(31 13 2 24 0 17341) + q2n-9(2 5722 4]5 ~ 
3 22752) + q4n-7(1 OS111727925 273) + q6n- 1(31109I3104 5) + q8n+5(3 I42 2) + q10n+ll(l) ><:> 
~~~~======~~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~~~~==~~~====~====~ 
lOs9 5 10Ios,{l}su(2)q 21031I)+q4"-13(1311314 · 
l05o 5 lOss, {l}su(2)q 1232 4/1234/3 
76, {2}su(n)q 
1061 4 1233/12233 
1062 3 
1063 5 12 23242 /I2324j23 
1064 3 I 323 ji23 
1065 4 1223/1233/122 3 
1066 4 12 23/22 /1234 /2 
1067 5 I234/2324/12 2234 
1068 5 I2342 fl 2234/2232 
1069 5 1234j223ji22334 
l01o 5 12334ji22234 
IOn 5 FA, {1}su(n)q 122324/2342 ji232 
l0104, {1 }su(2)q 
944, {2}su(n)q 
1072 4 132j12 2232j223 
1073 5 10s6, {1}su(2)q 12334/1234/22 
1074 5 I234/234/2324j122 
(53 I)+ q2"(3 2) + q4"(I) 
I) + q4"(I 1 I) 
q2"(1) +q4"(23ll) 
q2n(l)+q4n (Ol)+q6n (22)+ 
qB"(2 2) + qlOn(I) 
q2"(3 31 I) 
21) + q4"(3 I 1) 
q2"(1) + 




q2n(2 I)+q4n ( 42)+q6n (2 I) 
(21) + 2) + q4"(I 1) 
q2"(531 )+q4"( 42)+q6"(1) 
(O I)+ q2"(4 31) + q4n(I I) 
q-2n(I1)+(53I)+q2"(I 1) 
q2"(l) + q4"C2 2 n + 
q6"(33 I) 
q2"(531)+q4n(32)+q6"(1) 
q2"(3I)+q4"( 42)+q6n(l I) 
+ q8n-3 (2 24 7 4 j3!5 2 0 1) + q10n+3 (I 1 ~ 
12o1n ~ 
q2"- 7 (I 11211 I)+ q4n-7(12T 6 24 50 21) + q6"-3 (IT 4 0 52 2 2) + q8n+3(2 0 211) + ql0n+9(I) g_ 
'1::1 
q2n-15 (TO 0 22 0 32 0 22 0 I)+ q4"-15(1 IT313 3 4 22 3 211 I I)+ 
0 1) + qBn-11(1 I2 2 1 2I 0 1 0 2 0 1 IT)+ 112 o 2 IT 1 I o 1 
02131331311210 
q2n+l(1) + q4n-1(1 0 0 1) + 13 0 43I 4 213 212 Till)+ q8n-l1 (1 lO 5 2510 310 7 775 65 
5433ll1)+qlOn-ll(l10 1 464'3322111) 







I 2) + q12"-5 (2 2 35 7 711 I 10 43 3) + q14"-3(1 3 5912 8 18 o 12 63 3) + q16n+ 1(1 o 8 5 14 14 715 3 cr 
63) + ql8n+7(32749525) +q20n+13(3122 2) + q22n+l9(T) ~ 
q2"-19(Il o413 8I 5 72 5 523 2I 1 I)+ q4n-19 (1 I o 4 3212 41018 215 13 410 7 2 431 I 1) + q6n-13 (I1 c.. 
032283711I86232I1I) g 
q2n-l3(I21S25S0430 2I) +q4n-11 (23411 0 179914366121) +q6n-l3(1 0356 121417l 




q2n+l(1) + q4n-1(1 0 0 1) + 0 0 1 0 0 1) + qBn-5\! 0 0~~0 1 ~_1) +_'[- 0~-~ (1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 ~ O 
00 1) +q12"-9 (1 00100100100100 1)+q14"-9 (21649131161161465 72 2 2) 29 ....... 
l 20 16 20 33 S 30 25 3 2112 2 7 3) + ql8n-l(3212 419 18 10 26 813 16 1 6 S) + q20n+5 (3 
02) +q22n+11 (II120 1 I) 
q2n- 7(I11211 I)+ 4716221) +q6n-7(14'615622314632) + 1571611272 
21663) + qlOn-3(2 1115 21818262) +ql2n+1(140 1271110 241) + 21412I) 
q-Zn-9("f 21412 l) + q-9(1 0 5 "fg 3 7321) + q2n-9(13I 12 S161110 82 2) + q4n-9(11S211 0 18 714 
84 3) + q6n- 5 (2 lS 8 5 15 113 44 2) + q8n-l (13 0 6 64 8 0 31) + ql0n+5(I 1 0 211 l) 
q2n-l3(T309 8815 310 713 l) + q4"-13 (133 7215 36311938 71711131) + q6n-9(23 722145 28 36416 
246 53) 412 434123426121513) + ql0n+l(3212 I176 + q12n+7 (3 0 412) + 
q-2n-11 (Io 0 IIoi) + q-13(11315223 II2) + q2"'-13(2 3412 216l'ilo 10 36 4 0 I)+ q4"-13 (13112 
1314 310 2819 715 7 3 31) + q6"-9 (IO 6 61317 8 24512110 4 2) + q8n-3(2 247 3 8 24 3 0 1) + q10n+3 (l 1 
1201 I) 
q-zn-s(I) +q-7(11010 1) +q2n-7 (II324212) + I. 3304 II 1) + (Il0211I) 
q2n+l(1) +q4n-l (1 00 1) + q6n-ll (l 113133022 01 l)+q8n-9(32 794155912166 021) + 
6514181029822200 148141)+q12"-7(14l151020285301710 177441) +q14n-l(l31959 
96I3I) 
0 9 8815 310 7I 3 I)+ q4n-l 3 (133 8212 3728 213761711131) + q6n-9(2 2 71944019 37 34 
+ q8"-5 (149J 27726 20 111213) + qlOn+l(32 9 313 55 Sl) + qlZn+1 (3 0 3 2 2) + q14"+13 (T) 
142 2 + 71221123 + 491613 2631955 + 14101219 
---1 
~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~--~~~~L---W 





l079 3 A 
lOso 4 
lOst 5 A 
l0109, {l}su(2)q 
lOsz 3 





lOss 5 A 
lOsg 5 
l09o 4 
....,.~~ •M~ {l}su(n)9 polynomial {2}su(n)9 polynomial ~ Braid word















I232 /1222 /12223 
q2"(1) + q4"(2 1 I) + 
q6"(3 2 I) 
qz"(3 I I)+ q4"(3 21) 
q2"'(1) + q4"(3 3 I) + 
q6"(2 2) + q8"(I) 
(34 I1) 
q2"(1) + 
q6n(1 0 1) + 
qlOn(o I) 
1) + 
3 2) + 
q-2"(I1)+(5 4I)+q2n (l 1) 
q2"(432I) 
(4 3 I) + q2n (3 2 I) 
q2"(4 21) + q4"(4 31) 
q2"(1) + q4"(3 3 21) 
q2"(4 31) + q4"(3 21) 
(3 2 I)+ q2"(3 
q-2"(21)+ (7 4l)+q2n (21) 
q2"(64l)+q4"(42)+q6"(1) 
(4 2 I)+ qzn(3 2 I) 
391218 943) +q4n-7 (139 518 261030 2143 3) + q6n-l(3 08 99113 61) + q8n+5(3 133 2) + qlOn+ll(I) 
q2"'+1 (1) +q4n-1 (100 1) + q6n-ll(Io o2Io31T2Io I)+ 4427236133 +qlOn-1!(1 0 
44 91241871014 276021) + q12n-7(13f10 7131912013 231) + q14n-l 6SO 6412 I) 
q2n-13(I113033022I1 I)+ (I3273u72n22soi1) + 0364167192061986 
7I21) +q8n-9(130 811622 I12 7131} q10n-3 (l2055 393 5 0 2I) 
q2n+1(1) + q4n-1(1 0 0 1) + q6"--11 (I 2 16 4 6 S16 4 0 2 l} + q8n-11 (1 3 0 11 10 10 24 5 20 19 3 13 7 2 
31) + qlOn- 7(2 010 717218 28 91515 0 6 3) +q12n-3(15 5914 616 410 6I3) + q14n+3 (34 6 0 913 a 
4I) + ql6n+9(312 2 2) + ql8n+15(I) g-
q-2n-21(Il 144013 76181812 I34I1 I)+q-21 (1 I 15421611 I34121234 IITI62451 II)+ q2n-ts ;;_ 
H 3 I 12 8 1 18 6 713 o 4 4I 1 I) ~ 
q2"'+1(1) + q4n-l(1 0 0 1) + q6n-3(1 0 010 0 1) + qSn- 5(1 0 010 010 0 1) + q10n-7(1 0 010 010 01 ~ 
00 1) +q12"'-9 (1 0 0100100100100 1) + q14n-9(2164913I16Tf614 657222) + 29 • 
220142331I3222521112 +q18n-l(33IOI1911152311413I55}+q20n+5(31 36 050 ~ 
12) + q22n+l1 (I o o II o I) ~ 
q- 6n- 13(I 11201 I)+ q-4n-15 (I I55 610 I 8 322) +q-zn-15 (2 6 2 2014 25 33 6 2910 970 I)+ q- 15(14 ,.... 
3 13 26 2 5134 34 512 26 13 3 41) + o 7 910 29 6 33 25 14 20 2 6 2) + 23 8 I 10 6 55 'g 
Il)+q6n+l(I10'211I) ~ 
q::-19(I2o656 ~1 o~_!I~ST~4o2I)+q4"-19(I2o68418918 233231551410075o2l) ~ 
0 5 6 4 12 4 12 13 2 11 7 1 5 4 0 2 1) t3 
q-2n-1S(I3 I811417 7 9 90 + q-13(2 4116161736 3 311710 12 I31) + q2"-- 15 (1 I4 8 2 2317 24 t£• 
42 237161412 031) + q4n-l1(1 1914 228 211731416 9 2 31) + q6n-5(I2 0 56 210 55 60 2 I) tiJ 
qzn-13(I2163 6 8164I 2 I)+ q4n-11 (I5 215 8 2121623 78 8 o 21) + q6"-13(1 I510 6 321140 4017 
40 12 15 12 0 31) + 411419 12 4416 37 37 4 23 10 3 41) + q10"'-3(f 3 0 9 9 7 174 11 813 I) 
q2n+l(l) + q4n-1(1 0 0 1) + q6n-l7(I 2 2S1 753723 4 22 4 2I + qSn-l7(12I 751014 318 810 13 
3 710 5474121) + qlOn-l1(I2163 89411377235312 I) § 
q2n-l3(I 3 19 59 12 0 9 6I 3 + q4n-l1 (2 56 19 131 20 18 28 513 10 0 31) + q6n-l3 (1 IS 8 9 25 3 40 19 1-oj 
29 311179131) +qBn-9 (1 11111429l30 209166331) + q10"-3(I2163 79I74I21) ~ 
q-2n-15(I2055393 5502I) +q-13(I32'713320815124812 + q2"-15 (1 149220 26 84116 26 Cj5 
24 612231) +q4n-11 (14210 1842830'836121613141) + 3I69Il2 9 5 913I) lf5 
q-6n-13(121412l)+q-4n-lS(l I6991921544"2)+q-2"-15(26125 2135 511344 915 71 I)+ q- 15(14 !;;. 
- -- - - - -- -- - - -- -- - il:> 4 13 34 2 70 52 52 70 2 3413 4 41) + (11 7 15 9 44 13 51 35 21 25 1 6 2) + 4 4 15 2 19 9 9 6 :::!: 
I 1) + q6n+l (I 2 1 41 2 I) § 
qzn-13(I 4 I 13141125 5 16 IT2 4 I)+ q4n-13(14 411314 56 45 33 58 8 2715 2 41) + (/.) 
61 23 59 50 19 34 58 3) + 4 12 7 36 6 42 22 19 + qlOn+l 12 0 17 59 0 4 ~ 
12) + ql4n+13(I) r:n 
q-2n-15(I2I67313 46602I)+q-13(I3I10 1310263211268121) +q2"-15 (1 I38 0191916364 ~ 
2816810 121) +q4n-l1(1318 IH25 211428 6149131) + q6n- 5 (l2 0 56 2 Tii 55 60 2 I) ~ 
"" 
Knot BI Notes Braid u.:rnrrl 
1423/1-2~ 
========-~·3-~-~-~--~·=-==========={~l~}~su~(~n~)9=p~o=lyn~o=rru=·~======~{=2}~s=u~(n~)~9 ~p~ol~y~no=m=i~~~==~~~~==~=====================================~ 
· "·"- (4421) q-2n- 21 (1215811611112141313165021)+q- 21 (1216911920739212238719181860 . 1091 3 FA, {1}su(n)q 
l043, {l}su(2)q 
1092 4 13233/1232/1223 
l0g3 4 I 223jl232j232 
l0g4 3 l041, {1 }su(2)q I323 /1224 
lOgs 4 I 223/2/I2232/2 
10g6 5 1234/23/12324/3 
l0g7 5 I2234/1223ji2324 
lOgs 4 I2232/2/I223j2 
lOgg 3 A 1323/I323 
l010o 3 {2}su(2)q DADW 132/122122 
10101 5 I 223/23324ji234 
10102 4 12223j23ji232 
10103 4 l04o, {l}su(n)q 12223j223ji23 
10104 3 FA, {l}su(n)q I 223ji22I2-
IOn, {1 }su(2)q 
10105 5 I234/123/23242 
10106 3 lOsg, {l}su(2)q I 322ji22I2 




q2n(5 31) + q4n(4 21) 
(6 3 I)+ q2n(4 2) + q4n(I) 
q2n (3I)+q4n (63) +q6n (3I) 
q2n(l) + q4n(3 3 I) + 
q6n(4 2 I) 
(4 521) 
q2n(l) + q4n(3 4 21) 
q2n(l)+q4n(Ol)+q6n (33)+ 
qBn(4 3) + q10n(I) 
(3 2 I)+ q2n(3 2 I) 
q2n(4 21) + q4n(3 21) 
(54 21) 
(1 I)+ q2n(6 41) + q4n(2 I) 
q2n(5 4 2 I) 
21) + q2n-1S(I2I570 14135 21101115 2 750 2I) ~ 
q2n+1(1) + q4n-1(1 0 0 1) + q6n-11 (I 216 4 6 S] 6 4 0 2 I)+ qBn-g(4 3 1117 7 30 13 2125 I 14 9 13 5 
1) +q10n-11 (107520222245243281225 85Sl)+q12n-7 (14Il710283215411320203641) +q14n-1 (I3 e-t-
110 5 12 13 31152 3 I) "g 
q-2n-17(I225165253I2I) +q-17(13I1061317 419106115 231) +q2n- 15 (1239218619167 ~ 
167472Il) + q4n-13 (122"80 13 6129472I2I) +q6n-7(I2162 77263I2 I) g 
q- 6n-23 (I 2 I4 7310 16 318 16 5 16 56 6 o 2 I)+ q-4n- 23 (1 21 59 3 13 21 s 22 32 4 32 23 10 23 58 7 o S 
21) + q-2n- 17(I2 147381251214 o 15 7 5 7o 2 I) ~-
.._ 
q2n- 11 (1316S096I3I)+q4n-11 (I3I7Io 112121107131) +q6n-7(114211 I10532) +q8n-7 (I2 Cl.l 
o 53 5 32 o 1 3 III)+ q10n-1(1 2 o 3 32 2 2 o 1 I) cr 
q- 2n-15(I33715I231210 11 03I) + q-15 (135 2192619 56 846 231414031) +qZn- 11 (2 4 2 23 21 ~ 
30 5910 5513241043) + q4n-7(1312 6 303122393173 3) +q6n-1 (30 11S151166I) +q8n+S(3I4 C.. 
2 2) + q10n+l1(I) 0 ~ 
q2n-7 (I2142 2 I)+ q4n-7 (229 415112 331) + q6n-7 (2 S10 317 45 9 2812 63) + qBn- 7 (13 S16 34 24 58 
3 451212 6) + q10n-3(3 31719 32 42 2137ll3 3) + q12n+l(1612112 2117 6 61) + q14n+7(I31 713 I) 
q2n+1(1) + q4n-1 (1 0 0 1) + q6n- 11 (I 2 1 6 4 6 S1 6 4 0 2 I)+ q8n-g(4 2 11 15 9 27 10 21 22 0 14 8 13 
1) + q10n-11 (1 0631716 23343381813 22 5 541) +q12n-7 (13T13S212316 28 818131531) + q14n-1 (I2 
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In this thesis I have investigated the q-deformed algebras su(n)q and looked at a 
major application of these algebras. I have shown that the Racah-Wigner algebra 
for a q-deformed Lie algebra can be developed in a similar manner to the Racah-
Wigner algebra for the corresponding group, however there is an explicit dependence 
on the deformation parameter q in the vector coupling coefficients and recoupling 
coefficients. The symmetry properties of the coefficients are complicated by additional 
q to 1/q interchanges. I have proved the q-Biedenharn-Elliott sum rule and the 
q-Racah backcoupling rule. The former has both q-recoupling coefficients and q 
coefficients while the latter has explicit q-powers. In spite of these differences, the 
building up method for calculating the coupling and recoupling coefficients can be 
extended to q-algebras. 
The q-deformed algebras have additional structure which the q=1 algebras lack: 
the presence of non-trivial R-matrices. These matrices effect a q _,. 1 transformation q 
in the coupling coefficients. Together with the coupling coefficients they satisfy the 
pentagonal equation. · I have shown that this equation can be used to recursively 
calculate R-matrices in an extension of the technique for coupling and recoupling 
coefficients. Unlike previous methods which require the complete set of vector cou-
pling coefficients to calculate R-matrices, in the present method only the primitive 
coefficients are required for any R-matrices. 
The recursive calculation of coupling coefficients for stt(2)q outlined in this thesis is 
as straight forward as those known (Hou et al, 1990a, 1990b; Kirillov and Reshetikhin, 
1988; Groza et al, 1990; Ruegg, 1990) giving the same result when differences in 
the definition of q are taken into account. The derivation in this thesis of the q-6j 
symbols using the building up method is far simpler and less dependent on the special 
properties of q-series than those based on Racah's method (Hou et al, 1990a, 1990b; 
Kirillov and Reshetikhin, 1988). The R-matrices for su(2)q have been calculated 
recursively which is a more direct route than first calculating q-6j symbols (Nomura, 
81 
82 Chapter 8. Conclusions 
1989). 
I have used the recursive technique to calculate new matrix elements for the R-
matrices of su(3)q· As a first step, the algebraic form of the primitive vector coupling 
coefficients were obtained by using orthogonality relations. Our results agree with 
those matrix elements and primitive vector coupling coefficients obtained by Ma 
(1990a, 199Gb), namely for the cases of {h1 h2 } = {o1 o2 } {10}, {20} and {21}. 
Calculation of the complete form of su(3)q R-matrices is algebraically involved, but 
can be obtained in the same manner as the results given here. This work has been 
published in two papers (Lienert and Butler, 1992a, 1992b). 
The R-matrices of q-deformed algebras are used to obtain knot polynomials. The 
one-variable polynomials based on the {1} representation of su(n)q are a special case 
of the two-variable HOMFLY polynomial. For knots of ten or fewer crossings and 
with n > 2 the only pairs of knots with the same {l}su(n)q polynomial are those 
pairs with the same HOMFLY polynomial. Other pairs for the Jones polynomial, 
which is equivalent to the {1 }su(2)q polynomial, are distinguished for higher values 
of n. I have given the { 1} su( n )q polynomials for all knots of ten or fewer crossings. 
I have also calculated by recursion theN 3 {2}su(n)q polynomials for all knots 
of ten or fewer crossings. The recursion has been automated, with the algebraic 
package MAPLE being used. I have used a similar method to that of Guadagnini 
(1992) to find two skein-type relations, which together with the Alexander-Conway 
skein relation are sufficient to determine polynomials for all knots with ten or fewer 
crossings. However, the properties of R-matrices and coupling coefficients for q-
deformed algebras are used rather than appealing to conformal field theory. This 
work is being prepared for publication. 
Akutsu et al (1987) show the {2}s1L(2)q polynomial distinguishes a pair of knots 
with braid index 3 having the same Jones and HOMFLY polynomials. The {2}su(2)q 
polynomial was thought to be more powerful than any of the {l}su(n)q polynomials. 
Extending the calculation both to all the knots of ten or fewer crossings and also 
to all {2}su(n)q polynomials shows that all pairs for the HOMFLY polynomial of 
knots of ten or fewer crossings are distinguished by the {2}su(n)q polynomial. How-
ever, I have found that the {2}su(n)q polynomial has four new pairs. This is only 
one fewer than the number of pairs for the {l}su(n)q polynomial for n > 2. The 
{2}su( n )q polynomials do correctly predict nonamphichirality for all knots of ten or 
fewer crossings, unlike the {1}su(n)q polynomials. I have shown that the {1} and {2} 
polynomials together are sufficient to distinguish all knots of ten or fewer crossings. 
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